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CHAPTER 1. Introduction 
A distributed parameter system is generally understood to be a control system governed by 
a partial differential equation. Often the control function is distributed over a portion of the 
domain of the PDE or on its boundary. If the control function is a scalar function of time, it 
is referred to as a scalar control system. Linear scalar distributed systems can be represented 
as follows: 
x(t)  — Ax(t)  + bu(t)  (1.1) 
z(0) = a=o, (1.2) 
where x(t)  is called the state of the system, A, b are linear operators and u(t)  is the control 
input. In this thesis, we consider control systems of this type that arise from the study of 
composite beams. 
The fundamental controllability problem is the following: given an initial state x(0) and 
a terminal state x(T),  find a  control  that  "steers" the solution of (1.1-1.2) from x(0) to x(T) 
in time T. Implicit in solving this problem is describing an appropriate function space X for 
which (1.1-1.2) has a unique solution which evolves continuously in time (so that it makes 
sense to speak of initial and terminal values). If such a control function can be found for all 
possible z(0),  x(T) G X, the pair  (A, b) is  said to exactly controllable on X in t ime T.  
There is a dual concept to controllability known as observability which is associated with 
the following system: 
x(t)  = Ax(t) ,x(  0) = xo (1.3) 
y{t)=Cx{t) ,  (1.4) 
where A,C are known operators and x(0) is the unknown initial condition. The fundamental 
2 
observability problem involves finding the initial value x(0) (and hence the solution x(t)  W > 0), 
given the observations y(t) in an interval [0,T]. If this is possible, then the pair (A, C) is said 
to be observable in t ime T. 
Let us briefly consider the finite dimensional situation with a single control input u(t) .  In 
this case, x(t) G Rn, A G Rnxri and b G Mnxl. The solvability of (1.!)-(!.2) follows from the 
existence and uniqueness theory of ordinary differential equations. The controllability of (1.1)-
(1.2) is equivalent to the Kalman's rank condition i.e the matrix K = [b Ab A2b ... An^1b] should 
have full row rank. Observability of (1.3)-(1.4) is equivalent to the condition that the matrix 
[C, CA, CA?...,CAn~lY have full column rank. Furthermore, controllability/observability in 
a specific time TQ implies the same in an arbitrary time t > 0. We have the following theorem 
which illustrates the duality between the two concepts: 
Theorem 1. The pair (A,b) is  controllable <=> (A*,b*) is  observable.  
However, in the case of infinite dimensional systems, where A is an operator, the situation 
is more complex and its analysis involves machinery from functional and harmonic analysis. 
For example, Theorem 1 still holds, where the duality exists in a more general function space 
setting. In addition, controllability/observability in general depends on the time interval [0,T]. 
On one hand, the problem of driving a solution of Equation (1.1) from a specified initial 
state to a specified terminal state in time T can often be equivalently stated as a moment 
problem of the following form: 
where {cj and {A%} are given sequences of complex numbers and u(t)  is the control function 
that we seek, usually belonging to L2[0,T], where T is the control time. The methods used 
to solve (1.5) depend on the type of PDE that describes (1.1) and involves techniques from 
functional analysis. In particular, the amount of damping in (1.1) greatly influences the form 
of the sequence {eXit} in (1.5) and hence also the techniques involved in solving the control 
problem. On the other hand, one can use techniques from partial differential equations to prove 
observability of a dual system of the form (1.3)-(1.4) which in turn implies exact controllability 
(1.5) 
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of the original system. In particular one needs to show an observability estimate of the form 
r||Ce^(0)||^>C||z(0)||", (1.6) 
Jo 
where C,T > 0. The estimate (1.6) implies that if the observation y(t)  — CeA tx{0) is zero for 
the time interval [0, T], then the initial condition x(0) is zero. The technique of multipliers is 
used to show (1.6) after which the HUM principle (Hilbert's Uniqueness method, see for e.g 
[22],[18],[19]) is used to conclude exact controllability in a suitable function space. 
A physical example of a scalar control system is a beam subject to boundary forces, which 
may be viewed as controls, e.g., an Euler-Bernoulli beam 
Wtt + wXxxx = o, 0<x<Cl,it>0 (1-7) 
w(0,t) = = w x x(l , t)  = 0,w x x(0,t)  = u(t) ,  t  > 0.  (1.8) 
In this example the bending moment at the left end is viewed as the control. The state of the 
system is (u>, wt), and an appropriate choice for the state space X is HQ(0, 1) xi7-1(0,1). Using 
semigroup theory, the system can be represented in the form (1.1)-(1.2). For this particular 
example, it is known that exact controllability holds in the space HQ(0, 1) x H~1(0,1) in any 
arbitrary time T > 0. This is in contrast to Dirichlet boundary control for the wave equation, 
wtt — wxx = 0 0 < a; < l,t > 0 (1.9) 
w(0,t)  = 0,w(l , t)  = u(t) ,  t  > 0, (1.10) 
where exact controllability in the space L2(0,1) x H~ l  (0,1) holds only if T > 2. The difference 
is due to the fact that the wave equation has a finite wave speed, and there exist nontrivial 
solutions of the wave equation that do not touch a controlled boundary up to the time instant 
T — 2. (Thus observability as in (1.6) cannot hold if T < 2.) 
In this thesis, we investigate exact boundary controllability results for two beam systems 
that arise in the theory of composite structures. Both of these models are based upon a three 
layer beam (or "sandwich beam") in which the central layer allows shear and the outer layers 
are rigid with respect to shear. The first of these, known as the Mead-Markus [25] model 
turns out to have controllability properties that are similar to the Euler Bernoulli system on 
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which the model is partly based (the outer layers). The second of these systems, known as the 
Rao-Nakra [30] model turns out to have controllability properties similar to the wave equation, 
due to the presence of finite wave speeds. To date, very little appears to have been published 
concerning boundary controllability of sandwich beam structures. For spectral studies we 
mention [8] and for stability studies we mention [13] and [9]. A huge body of literature exists 
for controllability of elastic systems. To mention just a few, we have [23],[21],[19],[20] and 
references therein. 
In this section we briefly describe a few elements of semigroup theory. A detailed treatment 
of the same can be found in [2],[27]. 
Definition 1. Let X be a Banach space. A one parameter family T{t)  : X —> X,  0 < t  < oo, 
of bounded linear operators is a semigroup on X if 
1. T(0) = I  (I is the identity operator) on X 
2. T(t + s) = T(t)T{s) Vi, s > 0. 
Remark 1. The family {T(£)}teR is called a Co group of operators if T(t)  is invertible V'£ € R 
and Tit) '1  = T{—t).  
Definition 2. A semigroup T(t) ,0 < t  < oo, of bounded linear operators is a strongly contin­
uous semigroup if 
1.1 Preliminaries 
lim T(t)x = x,\ /x E X. 
40 
(1.11) 
A strongly continuous semigroup is sometimes called a C o  semigroup. 
Definition 3. A is the infinitesimal generator of a Co semigroup {T(t)}t>o if 
(1.12) 
D{A) = {% E X : lim T®X X G X}. 
40 t  J  
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We consider systems whose state evolves according to an equation given by the following: 
x(t)  = Ax(t)  + f(t)  (1.13) 
x(0) = x0 ,  (1.14) 
where A  is the infinitesimal generator of a C Q  semigroup on X ,  f( T ) 6 L 2 ( [ 0, T ] ,  X )  and X Q  6 X .  
In Equation (1.13),  X is  referred to as the state space,  x(t)  is  the state of the system and xq 
is the initial condition. 
There are conditions on the resolvent of the operator A  which are sufficient for A  to be the 
infinitesimal generator of a CQ semigroup {T(t)}t>o of bounded operators (e.g Hille-Yoshida 
theorem (see [27])). 
Definition 4. A mild solution in [0,T] for Equation (1.13) is defined as: 
x(t)  = T(t)x0  + f T{t  -  s)f(s)ds,Vt E [0,T], (1.15) 
Jo 
where {T{t)} t>o is the semigroup generated by A. The condition f( t)  E ^([O,T], Jf) 
guarantees the continuity of the mild solution defined above (i.e x(t) E C([0, T], X))(see [27]). 
In this thesis we look at scalar control systems described as below. 
x(t)  = Ax(t)  + bu(t)  (1.16) 
z(0) = xq E X ,  
for which the mild solution is given by 
z{t)  = T(t)x0  + [ T{t -  s)bu(s)ds,Vt E [0,T]. (1.17) 
Jo 
x( 
We define the control to state map as follows. 
r t  
3>t(n) = f T(t  — s)bu(s)ds.  (1.18) 
Jo 
If b E X  then <E>i is a continuous map from L2[0,T] to X  and hence ||3>t(u(-))||x < 
C|!-"(•)IIl2(0,<)- However, for boundary control problems, the mapping may remain con­
tinuous even though b £ X. If this is the case, we say that b is admissible. More precisely, 
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Definition 5. b is an admissible input for Equation (1.16) if Vi > 0, 3 C > 0 such that 
||$t(«(-))||x<C|H.)||^^). (1.19) 
Also Equation (1.17) remains valid for such an admissible input. Hence admissibility of b 
in (1.16) is equivalent to the continuity of the control to state map. Equation (1.19) guarantees 
that  the mild solution x(t)  G C([0,  T], X).  
If b ^  X , we might still be able to guarantee the (1.19). A necessary and sufficient condition 
for well-posedness is given by the Carleson measure criterion (see e.g [17],[31]). 
Definition 6. The system of equations given by (1.16) with b admissible, is said to be exactly 
controllable in X in time T, if there exists a control input u(t) G L2[0, T) which can steer the 
system from any init ial  s tate x(0) to any final  s tate x(T) G X in the finite t ime interval [0,  T]. 
Definition 7. The system of equations given by (1.16) with b admissible, is said to be exactly 
null controllable in X in time T, if there exists a control input u(t) G L2[0,T] which can steer 
the system from any initial state x(0) to the origin in the finite time interval [0,T]. 
In Definitions 6 and 7, steering means that the system evolves from any initial condition 
#0 G X to any final condition xt G X in a finite time interval [0, T] according to Equation 
(1.15),  maintaining x(t)  G C([0,T],X).  
Definition 8. The set of all states that can be reached starting at the origin using a control 
u(t) G L2[0,T] in time T is called the reachable subspace 1Z i.e 
11 = {xt  E X : x t  = [ T(T — s)bu(s)ds}.  (1.20) 
Jo  
It is clear that 71 is a subspace since if xi = JQT T{T — s)bui(s)ds and zg = T{T — 
s)bu2(s)ds, then ax\ + j3x2 = T{T — s)b(aui(s) + j3u2{s))ds i.e the state ax 1 + (5x2 can be 
reached from the origin using the control  mti(s)  + /^(s)  in t ime T. 
Next we prove a theorem connecting the above concepts. 
Theorem 2. Let {7~(£)}teR be a C Q  group of operators i .e they are invertible and (T (t)) - 1  = 
T(—t) Vt G M.  Then the following are equivalent:  
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1. 1Z = X in t ime T.  
2.  The system (1.16) is  exactly null  controllable in X in t ime T.  
3.  The system (1.16) is  exactly controllable in X in t ime T.  
Proof : (1) => (2) Since the entire space is reachable, the state —T{T)x{0) is reachable. 
Hence we have 
rT 
-T(T)x{0) = / T{T -  s)bu(s)ds.  
Jo  
Hence, given any initial state x(0), we have 
x( T )  =  T {T)x { 0 )  +  f  T {T -  s)bu{s)ds = -  [ T(T - s)bu(s)ds + [  T (T -  s)bu{s)ds = 0 
Jo  Jo  Jo  
(2) => (3) Let x(0),x(T) be arbitrary initial and final states in X respectively. We are given 
that  there exist  controls ui(t)  and U2{t) in L2[0,T] such that  the states x(0) and —T(—T)x(T) 
can be steered to zero i.e there exist controls u\(t) and U2(t) such that the following are true: 
T(T)x{0)+ /  T(T-s)bu1(s)ds = 0. 
Jo  
~x(T) + [  T {T -  s)bu2{s)ds = 0. 
Jo  
Adding the above two equations and rearranging we get, 
3(T) = T(t)%(0)+ / T(T-a)6(ui(a)+«2WXa, 
Jo  
or in other words, z(0) can be steered to x(T) in time T using the control ui(s) + U2(s). 
(3) => (1) We are given that the entire space X is exactly controllable. This means that 
in particular,  we can reach any state x(T) G X from the origin in t ime T using a control  u(t) .  
This means that  1Z = X. 
Remark 2. The group property is used only to show (2) =4> (3). Otherwise (1) <=> (3) => (2) 
even in the semigroup case. The collection of operators {T(i)}*gR forms a group if the system 
(1.16) is conservative i.e there exists a certain energy that is conserved for all time. An example 
of this type is considered in Chapter 3. 
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Remark 3. If {T(t)}teR is not invertible, then 1,2 and 3 in Theorem 2 are not generally 
equivalent. For example, in the case of Dirichlet control on the boundary applied to the 
heat equation, 2 is known to hold, while 1Z is only dense in X (7Z ^ X). In this case, 3 
also fails. However, a weaker concept called approximate controllability does hold i.e given 
an e > 0, %(0), %(T) 6 X, there exists a trajectory x(t) from Be(x(0)) to Bt(x(T)) where 
Be(x(0)),Be(x(T)) are balls of radii e centered at x(0),x(T) respectively. 
This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we consider the Mead-Markus model of a 
damped three layer sandwich beam (see e.g [25]). The moment method is used to conclude null 
controllability in a certain function space. In Chapter 3, we consider a conservative Rao-Nakra 
(see [30]) beam. In this case, the multiplier method is used to prove an exact controllability 
result. In Chapter 4, we summarize some controllability results that were proven using the 
moment method in [14],[15] and [16] for a multilayer Rao-Nakra sandwich beam. In Chapter 5, 
we conclude with a summary of both methods and topics of future research. In the appendices, 
we mention some open problems. 
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CHAPTER 2. Null controllability of a damped Mead-Markus sandwich 
beam using the moment method 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, boundary null-controllability of the Mead-Markus model (see [25]) of a 
damped sandwich beam with shear damping is considered. A null controllability result is 
proved using the moment method. The equations of motion as formulated in Fabiano and 
Hansen [3] are as given below : 
B2  B 
mwtt + (A + -ç)wxxxx — -çSxxx = 0 (2.1) 
fist + 7s ~ ~çsxx + -çWxxx = 0, (2.2) 
with homogenous boundary conditions 
w(0, t)  = w(l, t)  = 0, sx(l, t)  = 0, w x x(l ,  t)  = 0, (2.3) 
with controlled moment at the left end (see Hansen [10]) 
w x x{0,  t)  = u{t) ,  sx(0, t)  = Bu(t) ,  (2.4) 
and initial conditions : 
w(x, 0) = w°(x),wt(x,  0) = w1(x), s(x,  0) = s°(a:). (2.5) 
In the above, w denotes the transverse displacement of the beam, s is proportional to the shear 
of the middle layer,  u(t)  represents moment control ,  m is  the mass of the beam, A,B and C 
are material constants, 7 and /3 are the elastic and damping coefficients of the middle layer 
respectively. For simplicity we assume that the beam is of unit length. 
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In this chapter, we prove that (2.1)-(2.5) is exactly null controllable to a particular one-
dimensional state in which transverse displacement vanishes. The chapter is organized as 
follows. In Section 2.2, the semigroup formulation of (2.1)-(2.5) is discussed. The spectral 
analysis of (2.1)-(2.5) is done in Section 2.3. The wellposedness of (2.1)-(2.5) is discussed in 
Section 2.4, and the moment problem and its solution is discussed in Section 2.5. 
2.2 Semigroup formulation 
Let 
^ wi ( t ,x)  ^  
w2(t ,x)  
\ w3(t,x) y 
^ w(t ,x)  ^  
w t(t ,  x)  
\ s(*,z) 
The arguments (t , x) will be omitted from now on for simplicity. First we consider the problem 
(2.1)-(2.5) with u(t) = 0 (i.e the case of homogenous boundary conditions) and obtain the 
following: 
d  
dt 
( \ 
W \  
w2 
\ "3 / 
{ \ 
W \  
w 2 
\ «,3 / 
^ wi(0) ^ 
^2(0) 
where (using D = •§-) 
^  w°(x) ^  
w l{x) 
\  sQ{x) )  
\  
0 + w (2.6) 
r(X(^)) = ^4 x x ^ 
and 
H i  =  {0 G #4(0,1) :  m  =  0(1) =  < p x x (0) = <Arx(l) = 0} 
H"i = {<j>£ H2(0,1) : ( f)(0) = 4>{1) = 0} 
= {<t>E H3(0,1) : <j)x(0) = <f>x( 1) = 0}, 
(2.7) 
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A(/3)  :  V(A{ /3) )  -*  H = x L 2 (0,1) x H 1 (0,1) where U is a Hilbert space with the following 
energy inner product (see Fabiano, Hansen [3]) : 
< s \  
9 
\h j 
v 
w 
A 1 -
v  H f xx u xx  4  hw 
m m 
\ w / 
" h { B  f x x  h x ) ( B v , X x  t v x ) )  d x .  
Theorem 3. A*(/3) = —A{—0) and V(A*(/3)) = P(A(/3)) 
Proof: We use the definition of A and V(A) from Equations (2.6) and (2.7). 
Let 
Z / X 
X h / 
G DM), 
V w / 
€ H. 
We calculate the following: 
A(f) 9 
V h ) \ W / 
We omit the factor of half for simplicity. We have several terms as follows: 
f l  1 B2  B _ A 
Term 1 = / ( (A + —)f x x x x  + ~^h x x x)v + —g x x Uxx-Jo m u u m 
Term 2 B 7 1 =  f - ( -
Jo ™ 
f1  1 B 7 1 
Term 3 = J^ -^^(Bg x x  -  (~—f x x x x  -—h x  +-^)(Bu x x  -  w x) .  
We look at terms involving g first. We have 
ri  b  r1  B B J (jm9xx{BûXx ~ w x)  = J ç,^g{Bv, x x x x  — w x x x)  + —gj(Bîij  
f l  A _ _ A f1  
I  9xx u x  X  —  I Jo m  m Jo 9
U X X X X  +  ^ 9x u xx \ x = 0-
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So collecting all g terms, we have 
f1  B A T1  B A 
g terms — J ^~,^g{Bv, x x x x  — wXxx) + ~ J 9^-xxxx + 9x{B u x x  w x)\ x =q +— (g xû x x)\ x=o-
Next we look at terms involving f x x .  
I B  f 1  ,  _ _ l B  f \  _  
mCf)J0  , X"W-  mc0 J,  f"W-
r  1  r l  
B  rl  B f1  B 
Collecting all terms involving f x x ,  we have: 
terms = ^ 
B2  i  B 
— 1  
+ C 2 m p ( fxxxûxx) \ x =0 ~  ^ ^ ( /xxz™x)U 0 -
Next we look at terms involving h. 
"4 f M m/3 Jo 
mC^Vo 
Collecting all terms involving h, we get: 
y2 r1 _ 'yB f1 _ y f1 _ "y _•. 
h t e r m s  = - ^ / „  h m - ^ c p ] a  m " " + i^s /„ hm" '  
Finally we look at terms involving h x .  
B  f 1  B C 1  B  
~q J h x x xv = — J h xv x x  + ç{h x xv)\ x =Q. 
B B r1  B 
13 
7 f1 u - 7 
s: 
Collecting terms involving h x ,  we have 
B 
h* B f \  f \  _ 1 f
1  
terms - ^  ^ ^ 
~ } (hxx 'Ùxx) \x=0 +  
hx Wxxx 7 
mC/3 i:  
hx^or.  
+ ç{hxxv)\x= l  ^2mp^ x U x ^=o C2mf3^ x x W x^*~° 
We have taken care of all terms. Adding terms involving g, f x x ,  h and h x  we have the following: 
Z / X  
9 
X h ) 
( \ 
u 
= ï lg{ m Cm 
w. J ' ê i L  f""' 
+ 7 
2 m [\(-J o 
X ^ / 
1 B _ 7 _ 
,  X X X  Z - ,  Z !  I ^ X X  
I f 1  l  B  7  _  
) + 2 J  { B f x x  -  h x ) ( — B v x x  -  - j j p W x x x  +  - ç p U x x x x  +  
B A A B2  
+ çm9x{Bû x x  — w x)\ x = 0  + — (gi^zz)L=o + ~(5x^zx)lx=o + C2m/3 ^ x x x '^ ' x x^ x = 0  
~~C2m,p^ x x x^ x^ x-° ~~ mC/3^™ x^*=® q^ x x^ x=o _  C2m(}^ x x^ x x^l®=o ,  
1 
+ (J2mp (hxxWxWxJo-
If we choose 
X w / 
6 
then all the boundary terms above vanish. Finally, we see that 
/ T \ / . \ 
B2  
/ 
9 
V h / 
it 
= IL s { i  Cm WXxx) 
A_ 
2m I  fxxVx Jo 
Xw / 
+ 7 
2m J o 
B_ 7 _ 
C)8^ ^ 
1 1 f1 _ l B 
+ çjpwxx) + 2 j  (Bfxx — h x)(—Bv x x  -  -çpW x x x  + -çpUxxxx + ~^wx) /S 
z / x  
X 71 / xto y 
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where 
( \ 
u  
A(-^) V  = I w J 
( 
— v  
l .„ B\ B 
m{^+~C)U""~Cin 
-~§p" I I ' - jW +~kW" 
Hence we have the proof of Theorem 3. 
Theorem 4. A(/3) is  the infinitesimal generator of  a strongly continuous semigroup on %. Fur­
thermore A(0) extends by duality to an isomorphic semigroup on M_i := Hq(0, l)xiï_1(0,1) x 
^(0,1). 
Proof: We check that both A and A* are dissipative on H. Then the result will follow 
from the Lumer-Phillips theorem (see for e.g. Pazy [27]). We show the calculation for A. Since 
from Theorem 3, we have that  A(/3)* = —(A(—/3)),  same is true for A(f3)*.  
A 
h  j  
9 
h / 
- \ L  ^ {A  
B2  B A -
H ~pr) fxxxx9  +  ~p,  h x x x 9 4 9xx fx  G urn m 
+ 
1 B 'y 1 
h>xxx){B fxx hx) 
m/3 | h? 
B2  
-1 
I  f x  ^ f À ^7 y , \ jxxx'1  s-1 nJ XXXn  
mCft mC/3" 
B 
The semigroup is easily extended by duality to %_i = (V(A{P)*))* as in e.g. Weiss [31]. The 
interpolation to H_i := Hq(0, 1) x H~1(0,1) x L2(0,1) is easily justified once the Riesz basis 
property is proved. Hence pending the proof of Theorem 5, Theorem 4 is proved. 
Remark 4. The space H_i is the completion of the set of finite linear combinations of eigen­
functions with respect to the norm given by || Y^keJ ck4>k\\u_ i = || Y^keJ —7f==4>k\\e- The 
5 VM 
eigenfunctions of A(/3) are seen to be sinusoidal in Section 2.3. This can be used to show that 
U_ i := H%(0,1) x H~x(0,1) x L2(0,1). 
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Using a standard integration by parts against a function in D(A(,0)), one can reformulate 
(2.1) - (2.5) as a problem with homogenous boundary conditions, but non-homogenous right 
hand side. Formally, one obtains the following system: 
f  \  
d_ 
dt  
( \ 
\ 0 
W i  W \  
W 2  
= 
w2  + fu(t)  
\ w 3  )  y  W 3  
\ 1 toi(0) ^ * w°(x) 
' 
w2 (0) w x ( x )  
J V ^3(0) J ^ a°(z) J 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
where in (2.9), 6' is the distributional derivative of the Dirac delta distribution. Henceforth we 
adopt the above formulation of (2.1) - (2.5). We will see later that (2.8) - (2.9) is well posed 
on a subspace of ~H_\.  
2 
Remark 5. We clarify the appearance of 6' in (2.8)-(2.9) by the following argument. Let <j)(x) 
be a test function satisfying all the homogenous boundary conditions in Equation (2.7). We 
multiply (2.1) and (2.2) by 4>(x) and integrate by parts in space using (2.3) and (2.4). We get 
the following weak formulation: 
-I 
=  ~ ~ ( A  +  ^ - ) & s ( 0 ) u ( t )  r
1  B2 f l  f 1  
J mwtt + (A + —) J w<f) x x x x  + J , 
[ "t" f ~7~i [ S(f)xx (tWx(l)0x(l) W x(0)(j) x(0))  f  W(j) x x x  = 0. 
Jo Jo u  Jo Jo 
The term —<j)x(0) justifies the term S' in (2.8) - (2.9). Furthermore (2.8) - (2.9) also yield the 
same weak problem as above. 
2.3 Spectral Analysis of {A(/?)} 
Under some parametric restrictions, it is shown in Lemma 1 that the spectrum of A(/3) 
(henceforth denoted by A) consists of a negative real branch {A^i}^ |JA0 and two complex 
conjugate branches {Atjitli, where A0 = It is also shown that each of the 
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three branches grow asymptotically at a quadratic rate with lim&_»oo arg(—A&j) = 0 ,  for some 
6 6 (0, |),j = 1,2, 3. The eigenfunctions can be calculated and are given by the following: 
' 0 / n \ / 1 • , ^ \ j j-sm(a kx) 
h  (1 
V 1 /  
1 {^kj} — sin (a kx) 
Afcj  cos(a kx) 
(2.10) 
Akj — 
where a k  = kit  and A^j's are the solutions of the following cubic equation [3] : 
(3m\l + (-^ $ + 7)m^ fc + P 7; C 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
c 
a\) = 0. 
The following change of variables 
m 1 
x = 
—ôAfc, /? — 
at 
I  m 1 B2  
-, K = 1 + -77;, 
AC 
converts (2.12) to the following: 
x3  + /3x2 + kx + /3 -I k—(x2  + k) — 0. 
at 
(2.13) 
Lemma 1. If  k  E (l,9],/3 > ^=, and 7 < ^ the eigenvalues are separated and the following 
estimates hold for j  — 1,2,3.-
3 0 E (0, —) such  tha t  \arg (—Xk, j ) \  < 0, V k EN, 
3 Ci,C2 > 0 such that C\k2 < |Afcj| < C2A:2, V k E N, 
3 d > 0 such that \Xm,j ~ An>J| > a|m2 — n2|, V m,n G N. 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
Proof: We observe that as f3 takes all values from 0 to 00, so does /3 and vice-versa. We 
also observe that as k -» 00, Rouché's theorem implies that the roots of (2.13) with 7^0 will 
be close to the roots of (2.13) with 7 = 0. Thus, let us consider the case 7 — O first. Then we 
are interested in the roots of 
f(x)  = x3  + f ix2  + KX + P — 0.  (2.17) 
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It can be shown [3] that if 1 < k < 9 then (2.17) has one negative real root (say a < 0) and 
a pair of complex conjugate roots (b ± ci, b < 0). Each root of (2.12) with 7 = 0 is a real 
multiple of one of the three roots of (2.17). The roots of (2.12) with 7 = 0 are given by 
Sk, 1 = a(kn)2- A A S k ,  2 = ( b  + ci){kix)2  J  — , s k ,  3 = ( b  — ci)(kTt)2 \ l  — .  
The argument of the branches is given by the argument of the roots of (2.17). Hence the roots 
lie within a sector in the left  half plane; i .e.  3 0 E (0, §) such that |arg (—j)|  < 6 V k E 
N, j = 1,2,3. The sjtj's satisfy \smj — snj| > a\(m2 — n2)|, V m,n E N for some a > 0. 
Now, we return to the roots of (2.12) with 7 ^ O. The following change of variables 
y  =  x  
\ 
1 + § 
1 + ^  
converts (2.13) to the following form: 
y 3  +  f r y 2  +  n ' y  + =  0, (2.18) 
where 
3' = ^  
(i + S?) 
vA+W' 
K = K 
\ 
1 + t 
i  +  e p '  
Hence (2.18) can be handled in a way similar to (2.17) to conclude that if 1 < k < 9, then 
(2.13) has one negative real root (a < 0) and a pair of complex conjugate roots (b±ci, b < 0) 
with negative real  part  V k E N and 3 C\, C2  > 0 such that  C\k2  < |A& j |  < C2k2 ,  V j  = 
1,2,3, k E N. Hence (2.15) holds. 
Next we show that V j3 > X k l j  ^ X k 2 j  if k x  ^ k2 .  Let p ±r,e Let 
* 
denote an eigenvalue which is common to k = k\ ,  k2 .  Then rewriting (2.12) in terms of A we 
get the following: 
A3  + pk2 j3( 1 + e)X2  + p2kAnX + ,8(1 + en)p3k^ = 0. (2.19) 
Subtracting the equations corresponding to k = k\ and k = k2  in (2.19), we get 
X2pf3(k2  — k2)  + p2n(k\  — k2)X + Pp3(kf  — k2)  + /3 P3{kf  — k2)  — 0 (2.20) 
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(k \  — A2/3 + pn(k \  +  k \ )  A + np 2 (k \  +  k \  +  k fk 2 )  +  P^^p 2 {k j  +  fcf) = 0. (2.21) 7T 
It can be checked that if /3 > ^ then the quadratic in (2.21) has no real roots and hence 
there is no common real root between k = k\ and k — k2- Using the fact that the real roots of 
(2.19) are distinct, we show the same for the complex conjugate roots. 
Hence the eigenvalues {A&j} are distinct for all k  G N and j  = 1,2, 3. 
Next we obtain estimates on A&j's. We choose k  >  Kq such that |A&j — s^jl < eo = 
j, \fj = 1,2,3. Then V m, n G N ,m, n> Kq and j = 1,2,3, we have 
I ^m,j  ~~ ^n, j  |  ^  |smJ —  sn,j  |  ~~ I Am J ~ sm,j  | — I An J ~~ sn,j| 
CI tti2 — n21 — 2co 
j l  2| a  
= a\m — n  \  — — 
-  2 1  1  
Also V m,n  <  KQ we have finitely many roots. Let â  = min(|Amj- — X n j | : m,n = 1,..., KQ).  
Then 
|Amj - \ n , j \  >  à  >  _  1  \m  -n | V m,n<K 0 .  
Now let a  = min(a , ). Then we have I\Q 1 
\Xm , j  - xn j \  > â\m 2  - n2|, V m,neN,j = 1,2,3. 
Hence (2.16) holds. Also by a similar argument we can show that 3 6 G (0, f ) such that 
|arg(—Afcj)| < 0, Vk G N,j = 1,2,3. Hence (2.14) holds. Finally, to ensure that A0 ^ 
Afcj, V k G N,j = 1,2,3, we look at Equation (2.13) again: 
f ( x )  = a;3 + f i x 2  + kx  + f l  + + k ) .  (2.22) 
a k  
We note that /(—/3(1 + ,^7,)) < 0 and /(—— (1 + ^%)) > 0. Hence we have that the real k  /CZ7TZ 
root of (2.22) satisfies 
«G W(l + ^),-^(l + ^)). 
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Hence the real root of Equation (2.12) (denoted by ô) satisfies 
4 e H1 + iS^c 2^*2'_(1 + 
Hence we have that if 7 < then 
7  1 C7 1 k 2  7T2 
Xa = 
-p >  ~10c  > + W,(c5") 
and hence Aq 7^ A^j, V k  G N, j = 1,2,3. This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
Definition 9. A basis for a Hilbert space is a Riesz basis if it is equivalent to an orthonormal 
basis, that is if it is obtained from an orthonormal basis by means of a bounded invertible 
operator. 
Theorem 5. {4>k,j} U {</>o} forms a Riesz basis for (~H, < .  >e).  
Proof: Let 
6>0 = (0,0,1)T, e k A  = (^2 s in{k i rx ) ,0 ,0)r  
O k , 2  = (0, v/2sin(/c7rx),0):r,6'fc,3 = (0,0, ^ cos(&7r))T. 
Then 6ks are related to </Vs in the following way: 
( j )  0 = 60  
<t>k,j = klrAk,i "fl, v /; E : I - 1,2, 
V2Xk/k'1 + T2^2+ V5 
It can be checked that {0q} U {0k , j} is an orthogonal basis in (H, < . >e). Also 3M > 0 such 
that jj < ||Sfcj||e < M, VA: G N, j = 1,2,3. Hence {%} U{9kj} is equivalent to an orthonormal 
basis in the energy inner product. We define a mapping L : 1-L -4 T-L as follows: 
L(60) = 
Z ^,1 ^ 
0k,2 
A /. 
<^t,2 
V ^,3 y 
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Let 
Lk 
z 1 k i r A k i i  \ 
A&.1 V2 V2 
k 2 n 2  1 kna k t 2  
V2 V2 
fc2 7T2 1 k n A k t 3  j  V A*,3 V2 V2 
driio!c the matrix of transformation of T between blocks. The set {<j>k,j} is block orthogonal 
with block size 3 corresponding to j = 1,2,3. Hence {4>kj} U {<^o} will be a Riesz basis if each 
of the block matrices are uniformly bounded and invertible [4], Using (2.15) in Lemma 
1, it can be easily checked that Akj ~ O(^), where A^j's are described in (2.11). Hence 
has an invertible limiting form for k large enough. Also is invertible for small k due to the 
separation of the eigenvalues. Hence we also have that |det(Lfc)| < C for some C > 0. Thus, 
{4>k,j} U {4>o} forms a Riesz basis for (>/, < . >e). This proves Theorem 5. 
Remark 6. We show that if A ^ Ak,j,k 6 N, j = 1,2,3, then A 6 p{A). Let J denote the set 
of indices for the eigenvalues of . 
to (A — \I)u = f is given by u 
A(/3).  Let / = YhkeJ Then it is clear that the solution 
-(j>k,  and u  G H since the sequence {^_x^}keJ is (A k — A) 
bounded. This means that the operator (A — A/)-1 is bounded VA ^ A&, k 6 J. Hence the 
spectrum of A consists only of point spectrum. 
2.4 Admissibility of input element 
Let { i p k }  be a sequence of eigenvectors of A(/3)* which are also biorthogonal to { < p k }  and 
/ \ 
wl  
w(t,x) = ^2w k { t ) c l>k{x )  
k e J  
(2.23) w 2 
\ "3 / 
be the solution of (2.8) where </>&' s are the eigenvectors of A found above and m&(Z)'s are scalar 
functions of time. Also let 
w(0, x) = 
(  w° (x )  ^ 
w1(x) 
{  s ° ( x )  J  
= ^ w k (0 )<f )k (x )  
k£j 
(2.24) 
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Substituting (2.23) in (2.8) , we get 
wt  =  Aw +  u{ t ) ,  
V 
à(-4 + f)»' 
0 
u( t ) , ip k (x ) )  ,  
/ 
where 
^CO<t>k{x) , tpk (x )  j  =  \Y l W k WM 
ueJ /g  \ keJ  I 
+  \J2 fk<l>k(x ) , ^k{x )  )  u{ t ) ,  
\ keJ  ! e  
^  ^ fc(^ )  ~  ^ k^k i f )  4"  f k u { t ) i  
r t  
=> wt ( f )  =  6^*^(0)  +  /  e A f c ( t _ s ) f k u{s )ds ,  
Jo  
àM + g)<' 
V 
^2 fk<t>k{x ) ,  f k  =  
keJ  
/ 
, ^ k (x )  
The V'fc's can be computed explicitly and are as follows: 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
•0fej 
^ sin(A:7r2;) ^ 
*k , j  
sm(k7rx )  
y  Âk j  cos  (k i rx )  y 
,•00 
1 ) 
where 
^k , j  — ^k , j i  
-~
x k j  +  ^ ( A + 
= B7T13 ^ N,; = 1,2,3. (2.27) 
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The f k  s can also be computed and are given by the following: 
/o = 0 
f k t j  =  —  —  ( A  +  — ) k i r ,  V k  G N, j  = 1,2,3. (2.28) 
Next we show that { fk , j }  defined in (2.28) forms an admissible input for (2.25) in the Hilbert 
space n_i = ({dk} : g ^(^)), where the norm is given by ||{4}|k_i = ll^lli2(J)-
We define A~* : H_i —> Z2(J) in the following way: 
Then is an isomorphism from %_ i into l2(J).  
Remark 7. Carleson's measure criterion: We recall the Carleson's measure criterion for 
{fk}keJ to be admissible in 12{J). We first define the Carleson rectangle as below: 
R(h,u}) = {z G C : 0 < Re(z) < h, \Im(z) — w| < h}. 
Then a necessary and sufficient condition for { fk}keJ  to be admissible in l2(J) is given by (see 
e.g. [11, 17]): 
E i/ti' < 
Using the Carleson's measure criterion, we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 6. { fk}keJ  g iven  by  (2 .28)  forms  an  admiss ib le  inpu t  for  (2 .25)  in  
Remark 8. Equivalently, if {%;&(())} G %_i, then {wk{t)} in (2.25) satisfies the following: 
\ \{wk(t)}\\-H_i < CT( | | { ^FC(0) } | | ^_ I  +  |MIL 2 [0 ,T ] ) -
Proof: Equivalently, we prove that A~^{ fk}  forms an admissible input for %. This will 
prove the theorem since :  U_i  —> Z 2 (J)  is  an isomorphism.  We verify that  { A~*fk}keJ  
satisfies the Carleson measure criterion [11, 17]. Recall from (2.28) and Lemma 1 that fk ~ 
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0{k) and A* ~ 0 (k2).  Let gk  = A *fk ~ O (Vk).  Then (2.25) can be rewritten in the 
following way. 
A~*wk(t)  = A~*eX k twk(0) + f  eX k^- s )gku(s)ds, V k G J. (2.29) 
J o  
If we choose { w k }  G i, then A ~ ^ { ' W k }  G Z2(J). We define the following rectangle in the 
complex plane. 
R(h,u) = {z G C : 0 < i?e(z) < h, \Im(z) — u\ < h}. 
Then we have, 
E E l9t|'<0(&"), VA>0, (2.30) 
- \ k e R { k 2 , u )  - X k e R ( k 2 , 0 )  
where in (2.30) we have made use of the fact that the number of eigenvalues in R(k2 ,0) is O(k) 
and that the worst case scenario happens when the rectangle is centered at the origin. Hence 
it follows that 3M > 0 such that 
E ^ ^  
—A k £R(h,,u)) 
and this proves Theorem 6. 
Remark 9. As a consequence, if the initial data in (2.9) belong to %_i and u(t) G L2[0,T] 
then there exists a unique solution {w,wt, s} to (2.8) - (2.9) defined by (2.23) and (2.25). 
Furthermore for some C > 0 we have the following: 
||{w,wt,s}(.,T)||%_^ < C(||{u/W,3°}||%_^ + ||w||l2[0,T])-
2.5 The moment problem and its solution 
For controllability to the zero state we seek u(t) G L2[0, T] which solves (2.29) with 
{wfc(T)} = 0, VA: G J. Let dk = A~^wk{0). Then we have G Z2(J), and (2.29) can be 
rewritten as: 
r T  
—d0  = / ex°^~ s^g0u(s)ds, (2.31) 
J o  
r T  
-dtj = / = 1,2,3. (2.32) 
J o  
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Remark 10. In (2.31), g o  ~  A  *fo = 0 and hence the eigenspace span ({0,0,l}r) corre-
T spending to the eigenvalue Àq = — ^ cannot be controlled to the zero state. Hence we consider 
the solvability of (2.32). 
From (2.28) we have that {fkj}; k G N,j = 1,2,3 is bounded away from zero and hence 
we can rewrite (2.29) as follows: 
rT 
/ e^ù(T)dT = ctj, V &GN,; = 1,2,3, (2.33) 
J o  
where 
^ Vtj 
where T is the final time instant and û(t) — u(T — t) .  Using Lemma 1 and (2.28) it can be 
shown that 3a, B > 0 such that |c&j| < Be~afc2, V fc£N,j = l,2,3. If we are looking for a 
control in L2[0,T], then equation (2.33) can be rewritten as 
= V = 1,2,3, (2.34) 
where {c&j} G Z2(J — {0}) Hence the original problem has been transformed in to the moment 
problem given by (2.34). 
In order to solve the moment problem given by (2.34) we need the following theorem from 
Hansen [5] : 
Theorem 7. Let Aq := {^fc}S£Li be a sequence of distinct complex numbers lying in A g := 
{A G C: \arg{\) < 6}, which satisfy 
-/|,C8> l,p>0), cM + a&f) < At <A + W. 
Then there exist  a sequence of functions %(T, () which are biorthogonal to {eAfct} in L2[0, T] 
and satisfy 
^ (m,M > 0). 
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After reindexing the eigenvalues, it is clear from Lemma 1 that the eigenvalues 
satisfy the estimates needed by Theorem 7. Hence a solution to the moment problem given by 
(2.34) is given by 
u { t )  =  E  c k 1 k ( T , t ) .  
k £ J - {  0} 
We also have the following: 
I N I l2[o,t] < E  \ c k \ \ \Qk \ \L 2 [0 ,T]  <  E  BK T e~ a k  e k M  < oo. 
A:eJ-{0} fceJ-{o} 
We conclude by stating the main theorem of the chapter. 
Theorem 8. Assume B < 1\/lAC, (3 < g2  _|_ £(j> a n <^ ^  ^ kC' Giuen any initial 
state {u>°, w1 ,  s0} 6 M_ i and T > 0, 3u G L2(0, oo) supported on [0,T] such that Vf > 
T, {iy,u;t ,s}(. ,T) = {(0,0,e~^TKQ)}, where KQ is a constant determined by the initial data. 
Remark 11. The restriction on (3 prevents the eigenvalues from being overdamped (asymptot­
ically). Without the other parametric restrictions there is at most a finite number of repeated 
eigenvalues which could result in a lack of controllability. 
Remark 12. The undamped model has been proved to be exactly controllable in HQ(0,1) x 
i7-1(0,1) in [28]. Here in the damped case, we obtain greater regularity due to analytic 
smoothing (see Hansen and Lasiecka [13]). Thus, the space of exact null controllability is 
smaller. On the other hand, the homogenous problem is well posed in (0,1) x 
H~ 1 {0,1) x L2(0,1). If we are given initial data in HQ(0,1) x H~ 1 (0,1) x L2(0,1) the zero 
control can be applied for a short time e after which Theorem 8 applies. 
Remark 13. It is also interesting to note that the uncontrollable subspace does not exist in 
the undamped case, whereas in the damped case, we have a one dimensional state that is not 
controllable. 
Remark 14. As in Remark 3, Chapter 1, approximate controllability holds in li_\ modulo a 
one-dimensional space for the damped Mead-Markus model since the operators {7~(f)}teR are 
not invertible due to the diffusive nature of the Equation (2.2). 
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CHAPTER 3. Exact controllability of an undamped Rao-Nakra sandwich 
beam using the multiplier method 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, exact controllability of an undamped Rao-Nakra sandwich beam (see e.g 
[6],[30]) is considered. The classical Rao-Nakra [30] sandwich beam model consists of two 
outer "face plate" layers (which are assumed to be relatively stiff) which "sandwich" a much 
more compliant "core layer". The Rao-Nakra model is derived using Euler-Bernoulli beam 
assumptions for the face plate layers, Timoshenko beam assumptions for the core layer and 
a "no-slip" assumption for the displacements along the interface. We consider the undamped 
case and a beam of unit length for simplicity. We first consider the problem with the omission 
of the moment of inertia term i.e —awxxtt- The equations of motion are as follows: 
mw t t  + Kwx x x x  - N2h2G2wx x  - NG2(-vl + u3) — 0 (3.1) 
G 
hiPiv t t  ~ h\E\v\.x  — —(—^ + u3) — NG2wx  — 0 (3.2) 
f t  
hsPsVft -  + U3) + NG2WX  = 0. 
n2 
(3.3) 
The boundary conditions are as follows: 
w(0,t) = w( l , t)  = wx(0,t)  = ?/(0,f) = u3(0,<) = 0 (3.4) 
wx{l, t)  = M(t),v1( l , t)  = gi{t),v3(l , t)  = g3(t), (3.5) 
where M(t),gi(t)  and 93(it) are control inputs at the right end. The initial conditions are 
as follows: 
w(x,0) — w°(x),w t{x,0) = w1(x) (3.6) 
i/(z,0) = i/°(z),%( (%,0) = un(a:),y3(2;, 0) = v3 0(x),vf(x,0) = v3 1(x).  (3.7) 
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In the above, w denotes the transverse displacement of the beam, <p — 1(—v1 + v3) + 
Nwx denotes the shear angle of the core layer, \ç> = (u1, v3)1' is the vector of longitudinal 
displacement along the neutral axis of the outer layers, (i = 1,3 is for the outer layers, 
i  = 2 is for the core layer.) The density of the ith layer is denoted pi,  the thickness hi,  
the Young's modulus EI, the shear modulus of the core layer is G2. We let m = 
denote the mass density per length, a = p\h?x jYl + pnhfj 12 is a moment of inertia parameter, 
K = EI /if/12 + E3A3/I2 is the bending stiffness. 
We use the multiplier method in conjunction with the HUM (Hilbert's Uniqueness Method) 
to prove exact controllability results. A classical reference for the HUM method is [22]. The 
use of multipliers can be found in [26],[21],[19],[20],[18] and references therein. In particular, 
Ho seems to be the first to use multipliers in a control application. The HUM method was 
formally introduced by J.L.Lions in a set of lectures at the College de France, 1986/1987. 
3.2 Semigroup formulation 
We consider the homogenous problem first. We recall the homogenous problem once again. 
mwtt + Kwx x x x  — N2h2G2Wx x  — NG2(—vl. + v3) = 0 (3.8) 
hip\v] t  -  HIEIVL X X  -  ^ (-u1 + u3) - NG2WX  = 0 (3.9) 
n 2  
Z"1 
H>3P3v t t  ~ + -7— (—v1  + v3) + NG2WX  — 0. (3.10) 
The boundary conditions are as follows: 
w{0, t)  = wx(0, t)  = wx( 1, t)  = yx(0, t)  = y3(0, t)  = 0 (3.11) 
wx(l , t)  = 0, -u1 (1, i) = 0, -u3 (1, £) = 0. (3.12) 
The initial conditions are as follows: 
tu(i,0) = w°(x),w t(x,  0) = w1(x) (3.13) 
%/(%,0) = v10^),^!^) = vn(a:),y3(a:,0) = v3 0(x),vf(x,0) — y31(a:). (3.14) 
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Let Y = (wi ,W2,W3,W4,w 5 ,wg) t  = (w,v1 ,v3 ,wt,vj,vf)T  = (U, V)T .  Then Equation (3.1 
3.3) can be rewritten as follows. 
dY 
dt 
AY , Y(0) = (w°,v10, v30, w l  ,v l x  ,v3 l)T ,  
where (using D = £:) 
A = 
-JO)4 + N2h2G2D2  -JVG2£> 
' -D NGz _ ^ _ (?2 
h ip i  
NG2  
hzp i  
G2  
P i  h 2 h \ p i  h 2 h i p i  
D 
G2  
h 2 hsp3  
^^2 ^ 
P3 h 2 hzpz  / 
A = 03x3  hx3  
A O3 x3 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
and 
HW = {<t> £ H4(0,1) : m = (f)(1) = <j)x(0) =  < p x ( l )  = 0} 
= ^3 = W E ^(0,1) : #0) = #1) = 0} 
HW = {<t> € H2(0,1) : (f)(0) = (f)(1) = (f)x(0) = (f)x( 1) = 0}, 
A : DM) ^ x ^(0,1) x ^(0,1) x ^(0,1) x 2,^(0,1) x 2%, 1). 
We will refer to the Hilbert space (H, < >%) as the energy space, where the energy inner 
product is given by the following: 
f  « , \  « \ 
< 
w t  W t  
> 
/» 1 ^ 
,= / mw twt + hipiv\v t  + h3p3v3v t  + Kwx xwx x  + hiEiv l xvx  
Jo 
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- \ -h 3 E 3 v 3 v x  + G 2 h 2 (h ,2  1  (~~ y l  + y3) + Nw x ) (h 2  1(—i>i 4- 63) + Nw x )dx .  
Consequently we have the following expression for the energy norm: 
E(t )  =  \ \ (w,v 1 , v 3 ,w t , v l , v^) \ \^ i = [  mw 2  + hxpi iv} ) 2  + h 3 p 3 (v^) 2  (3.17) 
Jo 
+  f  Kw x x  + h\E\(v x ) 2  + h 3 E 3 (v 3 ) 2  + G 2 h 2 (h ,2  1  (—v^ +  v 3 )  +  Nw x ) 2 dx.  
J o  
We define a new norm E(t )  in the following way: 
Ë(t) = 11^x11^2(0,1) + l l^l lz,2^,!) + I\v t  I II2 (0,1) + IIuxIIl2(o,i) + l lut l l i2(o,i) + Ikll iW3-18) 
We show that that Ë(t )  is equivalent to E(t ) .  
Theorem 9. The norm, E(t) and E(t) are equivalent i .e there exist  constants F\ > 0 and 
F2  > 0 such that 
FiË(t) < E(<) < fb%), (3.19) 
where 
Fi  =  min (h ip i ,h 3 p 3 ,h iEi ,h 3 E 3 ,m,K)  (3.20) 
F2  = max {m,hipi,h3p3 ,hiEi + 2G2 ir2(N + -^-),h3E3  + 2G2IT2(N + 7-) ,  h 2  r i  2 
K + NG 2 i r 2  {Nh 2  + 1)). 
Proof: We first show the lower bound. We note that 
f  G 2 h 2  (h 2  x (—+ v 3 )  +  Nw x ) 2 dx > 0. 
J o  
The remaining terms in E(t )  resemble those of Ê(t )  except for multiplicative constants. We 
call the lowest of all those constants Fi and we have E(t) > F\ Ë(t). Next we show the upper 
bound. We need the following estimate: 
J o  J o  " 2  
Next we use Cauchy-Schwartz and Poincare's inequality to obtain the following: 
nl go  
F + Y3)2  -  2NG2(—V1 + v 3 )w x  + N2G2 h 2 w: 
J o  " 2  
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< [  ^ ((v1)2 + (y3)2) + NG 2{IT 2W2 X X  + 2((y1)2 + (u3)2) + N2G 2h2-K2w2xx 
JO "2 
= (^Gg^)^ + 1) T + 2G2(AT + 1) /\(^)" + (^)2) 
J o  h 2  J o  
< (ATG2^)(% + 1) ^ ^  + 2G2^(jV + 1) /'((«z)' + («z)') 
Once again, the rest of the terms in E(t) along with the right hand side in the above estimate 
resembles E(t) except for multiplicative constants. We collect the constants for similar terms 
and call the greatest as F2. This proves the theorem. 
Remark 15. It turns out that Ë(t) is an easier norm to work with. The fact that F\ is 
independent of the coupling constant G2 will be needed later on while proving estimates. 
Furthermore, constants m, h\p\, h3p3, h\Ei, h3E3, K can be chosen large enough so that F2 is 
also independent of G2 .  
Theorem 10. A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup on H. 
Proof: We can easily check that A* = —A and D(A*) = D(A) by direct calculation. 
Next we check that both A and A* are dissipative on %. Then the result will follow from the 
Lumer-Phillips theorem (see e.g. Pazy [27]). We show the calculation for A. The calculation 
for A* is similar. Let Y e P(A) be given by Y — {x\,x2,x3,yi,y2,y3). < AY, Y >e consists 
of various terms. We omit writing dx inside the integrals in what follows, as it is understood 
from the limits of integration. 
Term 1 = f  m(—KDAx\ + N2h2G2D2xi + NG2(—x2  + x3))yi.  
J o  
Term 2 = f  h\pi(- {h\E\D2x2  + -r—{—x2  + x$) + NG2Dx\))y2  
J o  "1P1 "2 
f1  G2  _ 
= / -h\EiDx2Dy2  + -—{-x2-\-  x3)y2- NG2x\Dx2 .  
J o  " 2  
r  1  ^  Qo  
Term 3 = / h3p3(- (h3E3D2x3  - —(-x2 + x3) - NG2Dxi))y3  
J o  " 3 P 3  h 2  
f1 G2 _ 
= / (-h3E3Dx3Dy3  - —(-x2  + x3)y3  + NG2x1Dy3).  
J o  " 2  
Term 4 = f  KD2yiD2x\ = f —KDy\D^xi = f KyiD^xi.  
J o  J o  J o  
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Term 5 = f  h iE\Dy2Dx2-
J o  
Term 6 = [ h3E3DysDx3 .  
J o  
Term 7 = f  G2h2(h21{-y2  + yz) + NDy^h^ l{~x2  + z3) + NDx\) 
J o  
p i  /~1  
= / (t^(—2/2 + 2/3)(—%2 + £3) — N2G2h2y\D2x\ — NG2D{—y2 + yii)xi — NG2yiD(—X2 + £3)). 
J o  "2 
Adding Terms 1 through 7 and rearranging, we get 
< AY, Y >H= [ K(D ix\yi -  DAxiyi) + N2G2h2(D2xiyi -  D2x1y1) 
J o  
+ng2{d( -x2+xs )y i -d ( -x 2  + xz )y i )+h ie i (dy2dx2-dy2dx2)+hze ' i (dy 3 dx 3 -dy 3 dx ? , )  
q  
+ N G 2 { x \ D ( — y 2  + 2/3) — D ( — y 2  + y z ) x \  + -r^((—2/2 + y % ) { — X 2  + a;3) — (—£2 + %3)(—3/2 + y3)). 
r i2  
Hence we have Re (< AF, Y >%) = 0 and hence A is a dissipative operator and the proof 
is complete. 
Remark 16. The fact that A generates a semigroup of contractions (call it T ( t ) )  means that 
(0, 00) G p(A) where p(A) denotes the resolvent of A (see [2], page 124). Also, there is a 
doubly infinite array of Hilbert spaces {%&, < -, • >k}k&A satisfying the following properties: 
1. ' Xq  = T-L, X\ = T>(A), Xk = (D(Ak)), and X k  is densely embedded in X j  if k  >  j .  
2. < x,y >k=< Akx,Aky >n Vx e Xk  .  
3. If we define A&z = A x ,  M x  G V ( A k )  where V ( A k )  =  { x  G X k  : A x  G X k }  = V ( A k + 1 )  =  
Xk+1, then Afc generates a semigroup of contractions Tk(t) = T(t)\xk on Xk which is a 
r e s t r i c t i o n  o f  T ( t )  t o  X k -  E a c h  o f  t h e  s e m i g r o u p s  T k ( t )  a r e  i n v a r i a n t  o n  X k .  
Remark 17. The point of Remark 16 is that if we choose initial conditions in a smoother 
space, i.e Y(0) G Xk for k large enough, then the invariance of the semigroup in Xk implies 
that a semigroup solution exists in Xk, i.e the smoother the initial data, the smoother are the 
solutions. Furthermore, the solution is given by Y(t) = T(t)Y(0), t > 0. The existence of 
smooth solutions to the homogenous problem (3.15) justifies the integration by parts formulae 
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that we show in what follows. Furthermore, Xk  is a dense subspace of X Vfc > 0 and hence any 
inequality involving elements in Xk, V/c > 0 is true for elements in X using a standard density 
argument. 
Remark 18. It can be shown that = 0 along the solutions of (3.8)-(3.10) i.e energy is 
conserved. Therefore we have that E(t) = E(0), Vf € R. Conservation of energy implies that 
t h e  s y s t e m  ( 3 . 8 ) - ( 3 . 1 0 )  i s  t i m e  r e v e r s i b l e  a n d  h e n c e  t h e  s e m i g r o u p  { T ( f ) } t > o  g e n e r a t e d  b y  A  
is in fact a group {T(f)}teR-
3.3 An important identity 
In this section, we establish an identity which is true for smooth solutions which result 
from smooth initial  conditions i .e Y(0) G Xk  for k large enough. We omit writing dx and dt 
inside the integrals as it is understood from the limits of integration. 
Lemma 2. Let T > 0. Then every smooth solution of (3 .8 -3 .14)  satisfies the following identity: 
+ + |/T(™=(1,<))2 = (3.21) 
rT r\  njs  rT rl  Ar2L„z^„ rT rl  rT r \  
-k£iy+^+x-
where X = / mw txwx  + hip\v\xvx  + h^p^xv3^^. 
J o  
Proof: We first multiply (3.8) by xwx  and integrate by parts. We get the following: 
f  f  mw t txwx  = m f  wtxwxllZo ~ m [ f  w txwx t .  
J o  J o  J o  J o  J o  
[ T  f 1  F f 1  ( l  2n  m  f T  f 1  2  m / w txwx t  = m / x(-w t)x  = / / wf.  
J O  J o  J o  J o  z  z  J o  J o  
Hence we get 
rT  r1  rT /•! 
[  [ mw t txwx  = m [ w txwx \ l=Q + ^  [ f w2 .  
J o  J o  J o  2  J 0  J 0  
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Next we have, 
ni  r T  r l  r T  r l  r T  r l  W X xxxXW x  =  K  i  i  W X xx  { x w x ) x  ^  K  i  i  W X xx^x  K  i  i  J o  J o  J o  J o  J o  J o  Xw x x w x xx-O O 
T  r l  r T  r l  
K I  WxxxWx — K  I  I  W,  xxx w   -1 1  /  I  wxx-
0  Jo  J o  J o  
nl  r T  r l  y  K  f T  K  f T  f l  XW x x W x x x  = K  J  J  x(—W x x ) x  =  — -  J  U > M ( 1 )  g "  J  J  X wxxwxxx-
Hence we get 
ni  g  r T  r l  r T  wx xxx x w x  = ~7T~ / I w xx  ~~ /  1  J o  J o  J o  
rT r  1 rT rl  
T2J 
Next we have 
iV /12G2 / j  W x x XW x  — N /I2G2 I  j  W x (xW x )a  
J o  J o  J o  J o  
nl  r T  r l  1  r T  r l  J o  J o  1  J o  J o  
We leave the coupled terms unchanged i.e 
ni (~ v l  +  v x )xw x .  
Putting everything together, from (3.8), we get 
~2  J 0  w xx( l )  =  ~^ w t+~^~ w l x^  ~  NG2(-v l  +  v l )xw x  (3.22) 
+m [  w t xw x |£=o-
J o  
Next we multiply (3.9) by xvl and integrate by parts. 
hi pi f  [  vj txvl = h i p i  f  v l x v l  |^o - h i P i  [  [  v t x v l t -
J o  J o  J o  J o  J o  
 ^ /11m r 
10  Jo  2 2 jo y0 
h m  I  I  x ( - { v t ) ) x  =  — I  I  ( v t )  
Hence we get, 
hip i  [  [  v \ t xv l  =  / i ip i  f  v \ xv l x  + f  j  [v] ) 2  
J o  J o  J o  1  J o  J o  
Next we have 
T  r l  h i  e i  [ T ,  l z i  a n 2  ,  h ie i  r T  r l  
X X "  " X  ~ ~  2 - h i E i  I  I  v l x x xv l x  = -J o  J o  + f  w.  
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We leave the coupled terms unchanged i.e 
IT  f  f  (-y1 + v 3 )xv l  - NG 2  [  !  w x xv l x .  
"2  Jo  Jo  Jo  Jo  
In all, from (3.9) we get 
hiE x  rT  rT  ,1  
ti(M))2 = Jo ^K1)2 + ^y^(ux)2 - + v *) x v l  (3-23) 
- [  [  ng 2 w x xv l  +  h ip i  f  v l xv l l ^ .  
Jo  Jo  Jo  
Similarly from (3.10), we get 
^3S3  f T ,  3 / 1  , \ \ 2  f T  [ l  hzpz  3 2 , h 3 E 3  3 2 . G L ("-(1'<),2 = / l + + (3-21) 
[ [  NG 2w x xv zx + h 3p3  F v^xv l l l zo -
Jo  Jo  Jo  
+ 
Adding Equations (3.22),(3.23) and (3.24) we get 
h\E\  
^ ^ (t,^(l, ())" + ^  ^ m' + § ^  (%z(l, <))' = (3.25) 
T /-I . 3^ r r 2 , r ^  2 , /.3P3 r A 3,2 
9 / / ^ + + ^ + / KX 
1  Jo  Jo  1  Jo  Jo  1  Jo  Jo  z  Jo  Jo  
^  r  r  [ \ v l ? r  f \ v l ?  O / I  \  X/ <-) /  I  \  I /  '  C\  
z  Jo  Jo  L  Jo  Jo  z J o  J o  
2k ,  L I  ^ (-"1+t,3)2)' + X' 
where X =  /J  mw t xw x  + hip iv \xv] ,  +  h 3 p 3 v fxv 3  W 'ZQ .  We have one last calculation. 
This proves the Lemma. 
3.4 Estimating X 
We recall from the Lemma 2 that 
X =  f  mw t xw x  + hip iv \xv l x  + h 3 p 3 v fxv l |*Zq .  
Jo  
We first look at 
X( t )  =  /  mw t xw x  + hip iv \xv] .  +  h 3 p 3 v 3  
J o  
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We have 
|X(f)|  = |  / mw txwx  + hipivjxvl + h3p3v3xvl\  
J o  
< [ m\w txwx \  + [ hipi\v\xv l x \  + [ h3p3 \v3xvx \ .  
J o  J o  J o  
[ m\w txwx \  < [ m(\w t \2  + |lVx|2)-
J o  J o  
f  hipi\v\xvl\< f  /iipid^l2 + \vl\2).  
J o  J o  
[ h3pz\v z txvl\< !  /i3p3(h3|2 + |y3!2). 
J o  J o  
We also have by the Poincare's inequality on (0,1) that ||^x|||2(0)1) < 7r2||^xx|||2(0>1)- Using 
all of the above, we have that |JY"(f)| < DË(t ) ,  where D = max ( r rnr 2 ,  h \p \ ,h 3 p 3 ) .  Using 
2D Remark 18, and Equation (3.19), we have that |X| < -—E(0) ,  where 
r  l 
Fi = min(/iip1, /i3p3, hiEi,h3E3 ,  m, K). 
3.5 Hidden Regularity Estimate 
In this section, we derive a hidden regularity estimate for the homogenous problem (3.8)-
(3.14). The regularity estimate will allow us to define a weak solution to the controlled equa­
tions (3.1-3.7) by the method of transposition. 
Using the above estimate for X in the previous section, we can prove the following regularity 
estimate: 
Theorem 11. Let T > 0. Then every smooth solution of (3.8)-(3.14) satisfies the following 
"hidden" regularity estimate: 
^ + ^  + §£y>Lm < (rC+2ZV(0), (3.26) 
where 
D= max (mir2 ,hipi,h3p3) (3.27) 
C = max (m,3K,N2h2G2K2 ,hipi,hiEi,h3p3 ,h3E3) (3.28) 
Fi = min (hipi,h3p3 ,hiEi,h3E3 ,m,K). (3.29) 
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As a consequence, the linear form (w1  ,vn ,vn ,w°,v1 0 ,v s o) —>• (wx x(l , t) ,vl(l , t) ,vl(l , t))  is 
continuous from H to (L2[0,T])3. 
Remark 19. Due to existence of finite energy solutions, we have that vl(x,t) ,vx(x,t)  and 
wxx(x,  t) belong to L2((0,1) x [0, T]).  Theorem 11 implies that the point evaluations uj.(l ,  t) ,  v3(l ,  t)  
and wxx(l,t) belong to L2[0,T] which is a stronger result than the usual trace theorem, where 
we expect point evaluations to be less regular by half an order. 
Proof: We begin by observing that in Lemma 2, Equation (3.21), 
and every other term except X looks like an energy term except for a multiplicative constant. 
We denote by C the greatest of all the constants multiplying "energy like" terms. Hence we 
have 
have the statement of the theorem. 
3.6 Solution of the non-homogenous problem 
In this section, we use the regularity estimate proved in Theorem 11 to show the existence 
of weak solutions for the non-homogenous problem. To maintain consistency of notation, we 
rename the variables in Equations (3.1)-(3.7) as follows: 
(„i)2 < TC%) < —2(0) 
From Section 3.4, we also have that \X\ < -—-5(0). Putting all the pieces above together, we 
mzt t  Kzx x x x  N h 2 G 2zx x  NG 2 (  y x  + y x )  — 0 
hipwl t  ~  h \E iy l x x  -  j ' - ( -y 1  + y 3 )  -  NG 2zx  = 0 h 2 
hzpzvlt  ~ h*Esylx  + ^ (-y1 + y3) + NG2zx  = 0. h2 
' X X X X  (3.30) 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
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The boundary conditions are as follows: 
z{0,t)  = z(l , t)  = zx(0,t)  = 2/1(0, i) = y3(0,t)  = 0 (3.33) 
zx(l , t)  = M(t),y1(l,t) = gi{t),y3(l , t)  = g3(t) ,  (3.34) 
where M(t),gi(t)  and g$(t) are control inputs at the right end. The initial conditions are 
as follows: 
z(x, 0) = z°(x),z t(x,  0) = z l(x) (3.35) 
y1(x,  0) = yw(x),yl{x,0) = yn{x),y3(x,  0) = y3 0{x),yf{x,0) = y3 1{x).  (3.36) 
In order to define a solution for Equations (3.30)-(3.36), we first multiply Equation (3.1) 
by z and formally integrate by parts. 
-1 r T  
ml I  w t tz= I  m(w tz -  wz t ) \ i Z n  + rn I  /  wz t t .  n t tz [  t) \J) r [ [ J o  J o  J o  
nT  r l  r T  r l  r T  r T  l ^ x x x x Z  —  K  j  I  W x x x ^ x  —  K  I  I  W X x % x x  K  I  W x x(l , t)M(t) J o  J o  J o  J o  J o  
r T  r l  r T  r l  r T  r l  r T  
-K / wx x(l , t)M(t) -  K / /  wxzx x x  = —K / /  wx x(l , t)M(t) + K w 
J o  J o  J o  J o  J o  J o  J o  
-N2h2G2  [ f wx xz = N2h2G2  [ [ wxzx  = -N2h2G2  [ [ wzx x .  
J o  J o  J o  J o  J o  J o  
—NG2  [ [ (—v1+v3)xz — NG2  f  f  ( — v l  +  v3)zx .  
J o  J o  J o  J o  
Now we multiply Equation (3.2) with y1  and formally integrate by parts. 
nT  r l  r l  r T  v\ ty l  = hxpi /  (v]y l-v ly\)\ t fZl+ hipx  /  /  v ly\ t .  Jo Jo Jo 
nT  r T  r l  r T  v l xV l  = -hiEi /  v l (l , t)gi(t)  + hiEi /  v l xy l x  Jo Jo Jo 
= -hiEi f vlgi(t)  -  hiEi [  [ v1y l x x .  
Jo Jo Jo 
G2  For the coupled terms, we leave — —— / / (—v1  + v3)y l  unchanged. 
«•2 Jo Jo 
—NG2  [ [ wxy l  = NG2  [ [ wyl.  
J o  J o  J o  J o  
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Finally we multiply Equation (3.3) by y3 and formally integrate by parts. 
J o  J o  J o  J o  J o  
nT  r T  r l  r T  vxxV3  — —hsEa / vl(l , t)g3(t)  + h3E3  /  /  y3y3  J o  J o  J o  
f T  r l  r T  
=-h3E3  /  vlg3{t) -  h3E3  /  /  v3y z x x .  
J o  J o  J o  
g2  
For the coupled terms, we leave — / / (—v1  + v3)y3  unchanged. 
h 2  J o  J o  
NG2  [ [ wxy3  = -NG2 [ [ wy3 x .  
J o  J o  J o  J o  
Adding everything from above and rearranging, we get the following: 
/"L(^(T)z(T)-«,(T)z,(T)) + /.im(^M^m-^^m) + W3(^m^(T)-^(r)!/: 
J o  
= [ m(w1z° -  w°z1) + hip\(vnyw  - v1 0yn) + h3p3(v3 ly3 0  - v3 0y3 1) 
J o  
rT 
+ / Kwx x(l , t)M(t) + h1Eivl(l , t)gi{t) + h3E3v3(l , t)g3(t) .  
J o  
We define the following linear form. 
LT({w° ,v1 0  ,v3 0  ,w1  ,vn  ,v3 1)) = (3 
rT 
/  Kwx x{l, t)M(t) + hxEiv l x(l , t)gi{t) + h3E3v3 x{l, t)g3(t)  
J o  
+ < 1/30^^0^10^30^1 ^ 11^31) 
, u  
where 
= [ m(w1z° — w°z1) + hipi(v l lyw  — v10yn) + h3p3(v3 1y3 0  - u30y31). 
J o  
Using the above defined linear form, we can rewrite everything from above as follows: 
<  ( - Z i , - y t , - 2 / t , 2 , y \ y 3 ) | t = r , ( w , v 1 , v 3 , w t , v 1 , v 3 ) \ t = T  > w ,  H  
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Definition 10. We say that (z,y1 ,y3 ,zt ,yl ,yf) is a solution of (3.30)-(3.36) if 
( z t , y l , y t , z , y \ y 3 )  e w 
and (3.38) is satisfied Vf G M and V(u;°, y10, y30, u;1, y11, y31) G U. 
Theorem 12. Given (z1 ,  y1 1 ,  y3 1 ,  z°,  yw ,  y3 0) G H' and M (f), g\(t) , 53(f) G L2[0,T], the prob­
lem (3.30)-(3.36) has a unique solution. 
Proof :It is clear from Theorem 11 that the linear form defined in Equation (3.37) is 
bounded on T-L for every f G M. Furthermore, due to conservation of energy, the linear 
map (w,v1,v3,wt,v1,v3)\t=T -> (uAy10^30,^1^11^31) is an isomorphism from % onto it­
self. Hence the linear form (w, y1, y3, wt, y1, v3)\t=r —> Lt({w°, y10, y30, w1, y11, y31)) is also 
bounded on H. Therefore, by the Riesz representation theorem, there exists a unique element 
(zt,yl,y3,z,yl,y3)\t=r G H' satisfying Equation (3.38). This proves the theorem. 
In this section, we prove an observability estimate for solutions of the homogenous problem 
(3.8)-(3.14) for initial conditions in a smooth enough space as discussed in Remark 16. This 
estimate will aid us to solve the problem of controlling any initial state in H' to zero terminal 
state. 
Theorem 13. Let T > 0. Then every smooth solution of (3.8)-(3.14) satisfies the following 
observability estimate: 
3.7 Observability Estimate 
£f «4(1) + ™(»i(l,t))2 + ™(»î(l,t))2 > (T( 
F2 FXh2 
C Gg )-—))E(0), (3.39) 
where 
C= min {m,3K,hiEi,hipi,h3Es,h3p s) 
D = max (mir2 ,  h\p\,h?,pz) 
F\ = mm(/iipi, /i3p3, Z13E3, m, K) 
F2 — max (m, hipi,  h3pz, h\E\ + 2G2ir 2 (N  + 4- 2Goir 2 (N  4- —), 
K + NG2n2(Nh2  + 1)).  
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Proof: We first recall the identity proved in Lemma 2: 
rT L fil rT K rT h i  e i  
/ 7 w ^ / 7 v + ^ / 7 w  J o  J o  1  J o  J o  L  J o  J o  2 
rT r l  
- k l b - " l ^ + x -
7V^/l2^2 From above, we omit the term —— / I v?x as we are only looking for a lower bound 
2  J o  J o  
for the right hand side. We also recall the estimate on the term X as derived in Section 3.4 i.e 
1^1 < ^2(0), 
and hence 
2D 
X > ~—E(0). 
We use the above estimate along with similar estimating techniques as in Theorem 11. We 
first estimate as follows: 
'2/% 
Hence 
We also have 
(h  
2/lg 
> TCËW > ^^(0), 
where 
C = min (m, 3K, h\Ei,  hxpi,  h3E3 ,  h3p3).  
Putting all of the above together, we have the proof of the theorem. 
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Combining Theorems 11,13,Remark 15 and using a density argument as in Remark 17, we 
have the following theorem: 
Theorem 14. Assume that  constants  m,  h \pi ,  h^ps ,  h \E\ ,  h 3 Ez,  K are  large  enough so  that  
g2 c  
F 2  i s  independent  o f  G 2 .  Assume that  -—— < — and T  is  large  enough such that  
F\h 2  r  2 
I  —  \  
T > ^  .  
C Gg 
\F 2  F\h 2  J  
Then 
^y^(l) + ^ (^(l,^ + ^ (^(i,^ (3.40) 
def ines  a  norm equivalent  to  the  energy  norm | | . | |%.  
3.8 The HUM principle 
In this section, we will apply Hilbert's Uniqueness Method (see e.g [19]) to derive an exact 
controllability result. First, we look at (3.30)-(3.36) with terminal state conditions and with 
controls given by M(t),gi(t),gs(t) i.e 
mzt t  +  Kz x x x x  — N 2 h 2 G 2 z x x  — NG 2 (—y l x  + y x )  — 0 (3.41) 
hiPiy l t  ~  h iE\y] . x  — y 1  + y3) — NG 2Z X  = 0 (3.42) 
hzpwlt ~ h^E^y^x + t~ { ~ y l  +  y 3 )  + NG 2 z x  = 0. (3.43) h 2 
The boundary conditions are as follows: 
z (0 ,  t )  =  z{ l , t )  =  z x {0 , t )  = yx(0,£) = y 3 (0 , t )  =  0 (3.44) 
z x { l , t )  =  M{t ) , y l {  l , t )  =  gi(Z),i/(l,t) = g 3 { t ) ,  (3.45) 
z (x ,  0) = z° (x ) , z t (x ,  0) = z 1 (x )  (3.46) 
yX(a;,0) = y 1 0 {x ) ,y}{x ,  0) =y n {x ) ,y 3 {x ,  0) = y 3 0 (x ) ,  y 3 (x ,  0) = y 3 1 (x ) .  (3.47) 
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It follows from Theorem 12 that for initial conditions (z1, y11, y31, z°, y10, y30) £ the prob­
lem (3.41)-(3.47) has a unique solution (zt, y\, y3, z, y1, y3) G %' Vf G R. 
Definition 11. The problem (3.41)-(3.47) is exactly controllable if for any given pair of initial 
and terminal states 
there exist controls ( M ( t ) ,  g i ( t ) ,  g 3 ( t ) )  in L 2 [ 0 , T ]  such that the solution of (3.41)-(3.47) satisfies 
z(z,T) = zg,,*(z,T)=4 (3.48) 
yi(s,T) = y^,yj(%,T) = y^,y"(z,T) = y^,y?(z,T) = y^. (3.49) 
Theorem 15. Assume that  constants  m,  h \p\ ,  h 3 p 3 ,  h \Ei ,  K are  large  enough so  that  
(?2 C 
F 2  i s  independent  o f  G 2 .  Assume that  <  — and T  is  large  enough such that  
r\h2 f 2 
T > 
/ 2D \ 
fx  
\ f 2  fxhi )  
where  
C= min (m,3K,hiEi ,h ip i ,h 3 E 3 ,h s p 3 )  
D = max (mvr 2 , / i ip i , /13P3)  
F\  = min(hipi ,  hsps ,  h \Ei ,  i13e3,  m, K)  
F 2  = max (m,hipi ,hsp3,hiEi  + 2G 2 i r 2 {N + -^-) , / i3 .E3  + 2G 2 n 2 (N + 
n 2  h 2  
K + NG 2 n 2 (Nh 2  + l)) .  
Then for  any  pair  
there  ex is t  controls  M(f), (f), <73 (f) in  L 2 [0 ,T]  such that  the  solut ion of  (3-41 ) - (3 .1 i r l )  sa t i s f ies  
z ( x , T )  =  z ^ , z t ( x , T )  = Zji (3.50) 
yx(j;,T) = yiP,y^(a:,T) = y^,^(z,T) = y#P,yf(z,T) = y^. (3.51) 
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Remark 20. Let us consider the solution of the problem 
mzt t  +  Kz x x x x  — N 2 hzG2Z X x  — NGzl—yl  +  y x )  = 0 (3.52) 
hiPivlt ~~ hiEiylx — -r^(—y1 + y3) — NG2Zx = 0 (3.53) 
n 2 
- ^ 3^3^L + ^ (-i/1 + 5") + = 0, (3.54) 
z(0,f) = z(l,t) = %(0,<) = &i(0, t) = ^ (0,*) = 0 (3.55) 
-MM) = 0 ,y l { l , t )  = 0,y3(l,f) = 0, (3.56) 
z(T,r) = ^ ,^(i,T)=z^ (3.57) 
^(a;,T) =!/}",^(z,T) = ^ ,^(z,T) =^. (3.58) 
and assume that there exists controls g 3 ( t )  € L2[0, T]  such that the solution of the 
problem: 
mzt t  +  Kz x x x x  — N 2 h ,2G2Z X x  — NG2{—y] c  + y x )  = 0 (3.59) 
hip iy l t  -  h\Eiy] . x  — ~~r~{  y1 + y3) — N= 0 (3.60) 
"2 
hzPzy l t  ~  h 3 E 3 y 3 x x  + -^(—y1 + y3) + ATG2Z1 = 0, (3.61) 
z (0 , t )  = z(l,t) = z x (0 , t )  — y 1 (  0,£) = y3(0,f) = 0 (3.62) 
z x { l , t )  =  M{t ) , y l ( \ , t )  = gi(*),y3(l,t) = 93 W, (3.63) 
z(z, 0) = z°  — z (x ,  0), z t (x ,  0)  — z 1  -  z t (x ,  0) (3.64) 
y 1 (x ,0 )  ^=y w -y l (x ,0 ) ,  (3.65) 
y l (x ,  0) =  y 1 1  — y}(x,0 ) , y 3 (x,0) = y3 0  -  y 3 {x ,  0) ,  y \ (x ,  0)  =  y 3 1  -y l {x ,0 ) ,  
satisfies 
z (x ,T)  =  0 , z t (x ,T)  = 0 (3.66) 
i/(z,T) = 0,^(a;,T) = 0,^(z,T) = 0,^(z,T) = 0. (3.67) 
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Then by linearity, z  = z  +  z ,  y1 = y1 + y1, y3 = y3 + y3 is the solution of (3.41)-(3.47) and 
it satisfies (3.48)-(3.49). For this reason it is sufficient to prove Theorem 15 in the special case 
End of Remark 20. 
Remark 21. Remark 20 can also be seen as a consequence of the fact the semigroup that 
arises from (3.59)-(3.61) is invertible due to the conservative nature of the problem and using 
Theorem 2, Chapter 1. 
The first idea of HUM (Hilbert's Uniqueness Method) is to seek controls of the form 
(M(t),gi(t),g3(t)) = (wxx(l,t),vl(l,t),vl(l,t)) where (u;,yx,y3) is a solution of (3.8)-(3.14) 
with initial conditions (w1, v11, u31, w°, u10, v30) G H. Let us recall (see Theorem 10, Remarks 
16-18) that given (u;1,^11,?;31,^0,^10,?;30) G 7i, (3.8)-(3.14) has a unique solution satisfying, 
is continuous from % to (L2 [0 ,T])3 .  
As mentioned in Remark 20, we consider the problem of controlling every state in %' to 
zero in time T. For clarity, we rewrite the problem again: 
( Z TI  VT > 2/r i zT> 2/T°i 2/T°)) — (0,0,0,0,0,0). 
G L2 [0 ,T] ,  
(see Theorem 11) and the linear form 
(W1,V11,«31,W0,V10,U30) -> (1(7^(1, t),wi(l,t),V®(l,*)) 
mztt  +  Kz x x x x  — N2h2G2Z x x  — NG2{—y\ +  y x )  — 0 
hipiylt ~ hiExylxx - + V3) - NG2zx = 0 
hzpzyu -  ^3-%2/L + -^(-y1 + y3) + ng2zx = o, (3.70) 
(3.68) 
(3.69) 
z ( 0 , t )  =  z ( l , t )  =  z x ( 0 , t )  =  y 1 (  0 , t )  =  y 3 ( 0 , t )  = 0 
z x ( l , t )  =  w x x ( l  , t ) , y 1 ( l , t )  =  v l { l , t ) , y 3 ( l , t ) , =  v 3 ( x ) ( l )  
(3.71) 
(3.72) 
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z(x ,T)  = 0,z t (x ,T)  = 0 (3.73) 
= 0, (3.74) 
y^(z,T) = 0,^(a;,T) =0,yf(z,T) = 0. 
Using Theorem 12 we deduce that the problem (3.68)-(3.74) has a unique solution satisfying 
(zt (0), y* (0), y3 (0), z (0), y1 (0), y3 (0) ) E V,'. Hence we have defined a map Â : U -» %' which 
takes the homogenous initial conditions and maps it to non-homogenous initial conditions i.e 
Â(u;0,u10,y30,îz;1,y11,y31) = (zf(0),yj(0),y^(0),z(0),yi(0),y3(0)). 
If (u;1, y11, y31,iy°, v10,y30) are such that 
(*t(0), y\  (0), y\(0), z(0), y1 (0), y3(0)) = (z1, y11, y31, z°, y10, y30), 
then the controls given by M(i) = w x x ( l , t ) ,  g i ( t )  =  v x { l , t ) , g z ( t )  = y3(l,i) drives the system 
(3.41) - (3.47) to rest in time T. Thus, Theorem 15 will be proved if we show the surjectivity 
of the map A : T-L —>• H'. For technical reasons it is more convenient to study the surjectivity 
of the map 
A(w0,v10,«30,u>1,y11,'v31) = (zt(0),yi1(0),y3(0),-z(0),-y1(0),-y3(0)). 
Clearly, the two maps A, A are surjective at the same time. 
In fact, we have a stronger result: 
Lemma 3. Assume that  constants  m,  h-^pi ,  h^ps ,  / i i -Eq,  /13S3,  K  are  large  enough so  that  Fi  i s  
(?2 C 
independent  o j  G^-  Assume that  <  — and T  is  large  enough such that  
F\h2 -T2 
T > 
/ 2D \ 
Fi  
C _  G 2  
V i*2 F\}l2 ) 
Then A i s  an  isomorphism of  "H onto  H' .  
Proof: Clearly A is a linear map. Next we compute the following: 
< A(iy°, v10, y30, iv1, y11, y31), (u;0, y10, y30, ui1, y11, y31) >w n 
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We first multiply Equation (3.30) by w and integrate by parts. 
nmz t t w = [  m{z t w -  zw t ) \ \J£  + f  [  mzw t t .  Jo Jo Jo 
r T  r l  r T  r l  r T  r T  r  1  
I  kw x X X X W  ~  I  I  K Z X X W X X  = I  KM(t)w X x {  1)^) "I~  I  I  KZ W X x x x •  
0 Jo Jo Jo Jo Jo Jo 
-N 2 G 2 h 2  [  [  z x x w = N 2 G 2 h 2  [  [  z x w x  = -N 2 G 2 h 2  [  [  zw x x .  
Jo Jo Jo Jo Jo Jo 
• T  r l  r T  / • !  
-ATGs / / (-^ + = WGz / / (-y' + 
Jo Jo  Jo  Jo  
Next we multiply Equation (3.31) by u1 and integrate by parts. 
f  { y W  -2/lyt)lt=o +hipi  [  f  y l v] t  
Jo Jo  Jo  
h i  pi  / yW = hipi  
Jo  Jo 
nl  r T  r l  r T  r T  r l  ylx v l  = h i E i  /  vWx = h l E l  I  g i { t )v l x ( l , t )  -hxEi  /  /  y 1 v x x .  Jo  Jo  Jo  Jo  Jo  
T  r l  r T  r l  
-NG2 / / / zyi 
Jo Jo  Jo  Jo  
G 2  We leave the term — —- / / {—y l  + y 3 )v 1  unchanged. 
"2 Jo Jo 
Next we multiply Equation (3.32) by v 3  and integrate by parts. 
r T  r l  
h 3 p 3  [  !  ylv 3  = h 3 p 3 [  (y?v 3  -  y 3 v 3 ) \UI  + h 3 p 3  [  f  
Jo Jo  Jo  Jo  Jo  
-h 3 E 3  [  !  y 3 x x v 3  = h 3 E 3 f  !  y\v\  = h 3 E 3  [  g 3 ( t )v 3 x { l , t )  -  h 3 E 3  f  [  
Jo Jo  Jo  Jo  Jo  Jo  Jo  
r =#02 r 
Jo Jo  Jo  Jo  
r T  r l  Q2  l  
We leave the term — / / (—y l  + y 3 )v 3  unchanged. 
"2 Jo Jo 
Adding all the terms obtained above, using the zero terminal state condition and using the 
controls given by M(t) = wxx(l,t),gi(t) = vl(l,t),g3(t) = v3(l,t), we get 
< A(W 0 , V 1 0 , V 3 0 , W 1 , V 1 1 , V 3 1 ) , ( W ° , V 1 0 , V 3 0 , W 1 , V 1 1 , V 3 1 )  > U \ - H  (3.75) 
rT 
= / K^(l) + &iEi(l4(l,t))2 + 
Jo 
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By Theorem 14, we have that if the parametric restrictions stated in Lemma 3 are satisfied, 
then 
rT 
/  Kwlxi 1 )  + hiEi{v l ( l , t ) ) 2  + h 3 E 3 (v l ( l , t ) ) 2 dt  
Jo 
defines a norm equivalent to the energy norm. The two inequalities show boundedness and co-
ercitivity of A and hence by the Lax-Milgram theorem A : H —> M' is an isometric isomorphism. 
This proves the Lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 15: Lemma 3 proves the surjectivity of the map A and hence keeping 
Remark 20 in mind, we have the proof of Theorem 15. 
3.9 Inclusion of the moment of inertia term 
In this section we consider the problem (3.1)-(3.7)(see e.g [6],[30]) with an additional term 
namely —awxxtt. We rewrite the problem with this extra term in place. 
mwtt  — oiw x x t t  +  Kw x x x x  — N 2 h2G2w x x  — NG 2 (—v].  +  v x )  = 0 (3.76) 
h\piv] t  -  h x Eivl x  -  ^ ( -V + v 3 )  -  NG 2 w x  = 0 (3.77) 
n 2 
As/Wt - + ir(-^ + = 0. (3.78) 
" 2 
The boundary conditions are as follows: 
w(0,t) = w(l , t )  = w x (0 , t )  =  y^O,*) = y3(0,i) = 0 (3.79) 
w x ( l  , t )  =  M(t) ,v l { l , t )  =  9i(<) ,v3 (M)  =  g 3 ( t ) ,  (3.80) 
where M(t) ,g i ( t )  and g 3 ( t )  are control inputs at the right end. The initial conditions are 
as follows: 
w(x,  0) = w°(a;),iut(z,0) = w 1 {x)  (3.81) 
u^O) = v10(a;), (re, 0) = t/i(%), i/(a:,0) = v 3 0 (x) ,v f (x ,0)  = v 3 1 {x) .  (3.82) 
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3.10 Semigroup Formulation (with the inclusion of additional term) 
We consider the homogenous problem first. We recall the homogenous problem once again. 
mwtt  -  aw x x t t  +  Kw x  
hiPiVt t  ~  h\E\v  l XX 9i  h-2 
Gg , 
x  — N 2 f l2G2W x x  — NG2(—vl  + V x )  — 0  
(—v 1  + y3) — NG 2 w x  — 0 
h 3 p 3 v 3 t  -  h 3 E 3 v 3 x x  + — (-v 1  + v 3 )  + NG 2 w x  = 0. 
"2 
The boundary conditions are as follows: 
(3.83) 
(3.84) 
(3.85) 
w(Q,t )  =  w x (0 , t )  =  w x ( l , t )  = y^(0,<) = u3(0 , t )  — 0 
w{\,t) = 0, v1(l, t) = 0,y3(l,<) = 0, 
(3.86) 
(3.87) 
The initial conditions are as follows: 
w(x,  0) — w°(x) ,w t {x ,  0) = %/(%) (3.88) 
v 1 (x ,  0) = v 1 0 (x) ,v l (x ,  0) = yxl(a;),y3(a:,0) = v 3 0 (x) ,v 3 (x ,0)  = y31(x). (3.89) 
Let Y = (wi ,W2,w 3 ,W4,W5,we) T  = (w,v 1 , v 3 ,w t , v l ,v 3 ) T  = (U,  V) T .  Then Equation (3.76 -
3.78) can be rewritten as follows. 
dY 
= AY,  y(0) = (w°,v10,v30, w 1  , v n  , v 3 1 ) T  
dt  
where (using D =  ^  and J  — ml  — aD 2 )  
(3.90) 
A = 
h\pi  
JVGg 
h 3 p 3  
D n2 
D 
PI h2h\pi  
G2 
G2 
E3 
h,2hip\  
G? 
h2h3p3 
D 2  
P3 <l2"3P3 / 
( n r \ 
"3x3 ^3x3 
Y Â  03x3 J  
(3.91) 
DM) = #3 X ^ x ^ x #2 x ^1^ x ^ 
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and 
#% = E #3(0,1) = #0) = #1) = = ^(1) = 0} 
#% = {j, E ^(0,1) : ^ (0) = #1) = 6,(0) = &,(!) = 0} 
Hi = Hi  {^E^(0,1):^(0) = ^ (1)=0} 
^ : DM) -»% = #% x ^(0,1) x ^(0,1) x #j|(0,1) x ^(0,1) x ^(0,1) 
The energy inner product is given by the following: 
(  w \  f w ^  
< 
Wt 
V 1  
w t  
,r,3 
" ' i  
>e= I  mw t wt + aw x t w x t  
'o 
+ hipiv lv]  + h 3 p 3 v 3 vt  +  Kw x x w x x  + hiEiv l x v l x  
+h 3 E 3 vlv 3 x  + G2h 2 (h2 1 ( -v 1  + u 3 )  +  /Vu^X/ i^ 1  ( -v i  + 03)  + Nw x )dx .  
Consequently we have the following expression for the energy norm: 
•£(*)  =  I \ i w , v l , v 3 , w t ,v l ,Vt ) \ \H= [  mwf  + aw 2 x t  + hipi{v]) 2  + h s p 3 (v f ) 2  (3.92) 
Jo 
+ f  Kw x x  + hiE\{v] . ) 2  + hsEs(v x ) 2  + G 2 h2{h 2  1 (—v 1  + v 3 )  +  Nw x ) 2 .  
Jo  
As in Section 3.2, we define a new norm E{t)  which is equivalent to the energy norm and easier 
to work with. 
Ê(t)  — 11^x11^2(0,1) + I l^t I Il2(o,i) + Ilu,xt|li2(0,i) + llytlli2(o,i) 
+lly^lli2(o,i) + IK3Hl2(o,i) + IIwxIIl2(o,i)-
(3.93) 
As in the previous case, we have the following theorem. 
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Theorem 16. The norms Ê( t )  i s  equivalent  to  E( t ) ,  i .e  there  ex is t  constants  F\  > 0 and 
F 2  > 0 such that  
A#) < #(<) < A#), (3-94) 
where  
Fi = min(a,hipi,h3P3,hiEi,h3E3,m,K) (3.95) 
p2= max (m, a,  h^pi ,  h 3 ps ,  h \Ei  + 2G21 t 2(N + —), /13S3 + 2G 2 t t 2 {N + —),  
h,2  n  2 
K + NG 2 n 2 (Nh2 + 1)) .  
Proof : The proof proceeds exactly as in Theorem 9. 
We also have the following remark: 
Remark 22. It turns out that Ê(t)  is an easier norm to work with. The fact that F\  is 
independent of the coupling constant G2 will be needed later on while proving estimates. 
Furthermore,  constants m, a,  h\p\ ,  /13P3, / i i -Eq,  / î 3 ,E 3 ,  K  can be chosen large enough so that  F2 
is also independent of G2. 
As in the previous case, we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 17. A is  the  in f in i tes imal  generator  o f  a  s trongly  cont inuous  semigroup on 7 i .  
Proof : The proof follows the same lines as the proof of Theorem 10. For completeness, 
we show the calculations again. 
We can easily check that A* = —A and D(A*)  = D(A)  by direct calculation. Next we 
check that both A and A* are dissipative on %. Then the result will follow from the Lumer-
Phillips theorem (see e.g. Pazy [27]). We show the calculation for A. The calculation for A* is 
similar. Let Y 6 T>(A) be given by Y = (xi, x2, £3, j/i, 2/2,2/3)- < AY, Y >e consists of various 
terms. 
Term 1 = [  mJ~ 1 (—KD i x  1 + N 2 h2G 2 D 2 x\  + NG2(—X2 + x 3 ) )y i  
Jo 
Term 2 — f  aD(J~ l (—KD A x\  + N 2 g2h 2 D 2 x\  + iVG!2-D(—$2 + x$)) )Dyi  
Jo 
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= -  f 1  aD 2 (J~ l ( -KD 4 x i + N 2 g 2 h2 D 2 x 1  + NG 2 D {-x 2  + 
J o 
%3)))m-
z*l 2 (J 
Term 3 = / {h\E\D 2 x 2  + -r^{—x 2  + z3) + NG 2 Dx\))y 2  
J 0 "lPl "2 
r1  g 2  _ 
= / —hiEiDx2 Dy 2  +—(—x 2  + xs)Y 2  — NG 2X I D X 2  
J 0 "2 
Term 4 = [  hzpz(r  (hzEzD 2 xz—r^(—$2 + £3) — NG 2 Dxi))yz  
J 0 "3P3 "2 
yl g 
= / ( -hzEzDxzDyz -  — {~x 2  + :r3)y3 + NG 2 x\Dyz)  
J 0 "2 
Term 5 = f KD 2 yiD 2 x\  = f —KDy\D 3 x\  = f Ky\D i xi  
J 0 J  0  J 0 
Term 6 — f h\E\Dy 2 Dx 2  
J 0 
Term 7 = f h3EzDyzDxz 
J 0 
Term 8 = [ 1(-y2 + yz) + NDy{)(h^ l {-x 2  + x 3 )  + NDxi)  
J 0 
= f { ( j ^ ( -y 2  + yz)( -x 2  + xz)-N 2 G 2 h 2 yiD 2 x 1 -NG 2 D(-y 2  + yz)x i -NG 2 yiD(-x 2  + s 3 ) )  
7o "2 
Adding Terms 1 through 8 and rearranging, we get the following. Note that the term J-1 
cancels with J while adding all the terms. 
< AY,Y >-u= [  K{D 4 xiy i  -  D 4 xiy i )  + N 2 G 2 h 2 (D 2 xiy i  -  D 2 xiy i )  
Jo 
+NG 2 (D(-x 2 +xz)y\ -D(-x 2  + xz)y i )+hiEi(Dy 2 Dx 2 -Dy 2 Dx 2 )+hzEz(DyzDxz~DyzDxz)  
C2l 
+NG 2 (x iD(-y 2  + y3)  -  D(-y 2  + 3/3)^1 + -7— ((-J/2 + yz){~x 2  + x 3 )  - (-^2 + x3)(-y2 + yz)) -
n2 
Hence, once again we have Re (< AY,  Y  >-%) = 0 and hence A is a dissipative operator 
and the proof is complete. 
Remarks 16,17 and (18) hold true in this case also. 
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3.11 An important identity (with the additional term) 
We recalculate the identity obtained in Section 3.3 with the moment of inertia term in­
cluded. 
Lemma 4. Let  T  > 0. Then every  smooth  solut ion of  (3 .83-3 .89)  sat is f ies  the  fo l lowing 
ident i ty:  
^ + y^WV))' = (3-96) 
rT r l  
/ / (-y1+y3)2 + X 
Jo Jo 
2 
°x t  
2&2 
where  X= mw t xw x  — aw x x t xw x  + hipiv \xv] .  +  h^p^xv^f^ .  
Jo 
Proof: The proof proceeds exactly like in Theorem 2 except for an addition calculation 
which results while multiplying Equation (3.83) by xwx and integrating by parts. We show 
that calculation here. 
r T  >1 r T  r T  / • !  
-a  f  f  w x x t t xw x  = -a  [  w x x t xw x \ l = Q + a  [  [  
Jo Jo Jo  Jo  Jo  
Jo  Jo  Jo  Jo  1  1  Jo Jo  
a l  I  w x x t xw x  = a I  I  X [ - W ~ t ) x  =  - -  I  I  w 2 x t  
Hence we have 
a I I  w x x t t xw x  = -a  I  w x x t xw x \ l - n  - " / I  w 2 t .  '  f  f  w x t t x w —  f  w xx x w x\ t=0 J  f  
Jo Jo  Jo  £  Jo  Jo  
The rest of the calculations remain the same and the Theorem is proved. 
3.12 Estimating X (with the additional term) 
We estimate the term X in a manner similar to Section 3.4. 
X = [  m w t x w x  +  h i p i v j x v l  +  h 3 p 3 v t x v l  -  a  f  w x x t x w x \ ^ Q  
Jo  Jo  
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We first look at 
X(t)  = /  mw t xw x  + hipiv jxv l  + h 3 p 3 vtxv l  -  a w x x t xw x .  
Jo Jo 
The only additional estimate as compared to Section 3.4 is due to the moment of inertia 
term. We only show that part here. 
f1 f1 ,1 a f1 2 
a w x x t xw x  = a /  x (2 W xt ) x  = ~%' J Q  w xt  
2Z) 
Hence following the same lines as in Section 3.4, we have |X| < î )Ê( t )  < —^E(O) where 
Fi  
D = max (mir2,hipi,h3p3,hiEi,hsEz,a). 
3.13 Hidden regularity estimate (with the additional term) 
Following the same lines as in Section 3.5, we derive an analogous hidden regularity estimate 
for the homogenous problem (3.83)-(3.89). This estimate will allow us to define a weak solution 
to the controlled equations (3.76)-(3.82). 
Theorem 18. Let  T  > 0. Then every  smooth  solut ion of  (3 .83)- (3 .89)  sat is f ies  the  fo l lowing 
"hidden"  regular i ty  es t imate:  
+ ^  + f ^ TwL(1) < (rC^2%(0). (3.97) 
where  
D = max (m7T 2 ,  h ip i ,h 3 p 3 ,  h iEi ,h 3 E 3 ,  a) ,  
C = max (m,3K,N 2 h 2 G 2 Tr 2 ,h 1 Ei ,h ipi ,h 3 E 3 ,h 3 ,p 3 ) ,  
Fi  =  min (a ,  h \p \ ,  h 3 p 3 ,  h iE\ ,h 3 E 3 ,  m,  K) .  
As  a  consequence,  the  l inear  form (u;1^11,!;31, to°,u10,y30) —>• {w x x ( l ,  t ) ,  v \ ( l ,  t ) ,  u3(l, t ) )  
i s  cont inuous  f rom % to  (L 2 [0 ,  T]) 3 .  
Proof : The proof follows the same steps as in Theorem 11. 
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3.14 Solution of the non-homogenous problem (with the additional term) 
In this section, we use the regularity estimate proved in Theorem 18 to show the existence 
of weak solutions for the non-homogenous problem. To maintain consistency of notation, we 
rename the variables in Equations (3.76)-(3.82) as follows: 
mzt t  otZxxt t  4" Kz X xxx  N h 2 G 2 z X x  NG 2 {  y x  + y x )  = 0 (3.98) 
h\Piy} t  — h\Eiy] . x  — H 1  + H 3 )  — NG 2 z x  = 0 (3.99) 
hzPzVu ~  hsEsyl j .  +  —— ( -y 1  + y 3 )  +  NG2Z X  = 0. (3.100) 
The boundary conditions are as follows: 
z{0 , t )  =  z( l , t )  = z x {0 , t )  =  y l {  0,i) = y 3 {0 , t )  =  0 (3.101) 
z x ( l , t )  = Af(f),y1(l,«) = gi{ t ) ,y 3 { l , t )  = gsi t ) ,  (3.102) 
where M(t) ,g i ( t )  and gs( t )  are control inputs at the right end. The initial conditions are 
as follows: 
z(x ,  0) = z°(x) , z t (x ,  0) = z l (x)  (3.103) 
l/O^O) = y l 0 (x) ,y l (x ,  0) =y u (x) ,y 3 {x ,  0) = y 3 0 (x) ,y?(x ,  0) = y 3 l {x) .  (3.104) 
In order to define a solution for Equations (3.98)-(3.104), we first multiply Equation (3.76) 
by z and formally integrate by parts. We have the same terms as in Section 3.6 except for the 
following: 
T r l  
w x x Zt t  t f  f  W x x t t Z — Ct f  (w x x t Z W x x Zt)  |^_o OL f  f  Jo Jo Jo Jo Jo 
* f T  f m ^ a  =  a f T f \ x Z l ^ - a f T  f  
Jo Jo Jo Jo Jo Jo 
So in all, the extra term amounts to the following: 
t*  f  f  W x x t tZ — OL f  (w x x tZ WxxZt) \ i=o Oi f  f  
Jo Jo Jo Jo Jo 
w Z x x u.  
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Now we multiply Equation (3.77) with y1, Equation (3.78) with y2 and formally integrate 
by parts. Since we get exactly the same terms as in Section 3.6 we choose not to repeat the 
terms. 
Adding everything from above and rearranging, we get the following: 
A(m/ - .[fWT)z(T) - (mi - D^)«,(T)z((T)) 
Jo 
+Aim(^myXT) - %Y(r))+%%(%? - ^ m^m) 
= f  ( (ml  — D 2)VJ 1 Z° — (ml  — D 2 )w°z 1 )  +  h\p\ (v l l y w  — y10yu) + h 3 p 3 (v 3 1 y 3 0  — y30y31) 
J o  
rT 
+ Kw x x ( l , t )M(t )+ hiE l v l x ( l , t )g i ( t )+ h z E z vl ( l , t )gz( t ) .  
Jo 
We define the following linear form. 
L t( (W°,  y10, y30, uj1, y11, y31)) = (3.105) 
rT 
/  Kw x x ( l , t )M(t )  + hiEiv l ( l , t )g 1 ( t )  +  h 3 E 3 v 3 x ( l ,  t )g 3 ( t )  
Jo 
+ < ( - (ml  - -D2)z\ —y11, -y31, (ml  -  D 2 )z° ,y w , y 3 0 ) ,  (w°- ,v w , v 3 0 ,w 1  , v u , v 3 1 )  > U ' ,u ,  
where 
< (-(mi - ZV, -y", -y3\ (^7 - ^)z«,y^,y30), 
= [  ((ml  — D 2 )w l z Q  -  (ml  — D 2)W°Z 1)  + h\p\ (v l l y w  — v 1 0 y n )  + h 3 p 3 (v 3 1 y 3 0  — y30y31). 
Jo 
Using the above defined linear form, we can rewrite everything from above as follows: 
Lt((W°,VW, y30, tu1, y11, v31)T) = (3.106) 
< (—(ml  -  D 2 )z t ,  -y} ,  -y 3 t ,  (ml  -  D 2 )z ,y l , y 3 ) \ t = T ,  (w,  v 1 ,  v 3 ,  w t ,  y1, y3)|t=T >w ,n 
Definition 12. We say that (z, y1 , y 3 ,  z t , y } , y3) is a solution of (3.30)-(3.36) if 
(z,y\y3,zf,y^,y3) e ^ (0,1) x ^(0,1) x ^(o,l) x 2,^(0,1) x #-1(0,1) xg^(0,l) 
and (3.106) is satisfied Vi € M and 
V(u/\y^^,y3°, y^, y3^) G %. 
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Theorem 19. Given 
1/^) g x ^(o,i) x ^(o,i) y Z%,i) x #-i(0,l) x #'1(0,1), 
and M(t) ,g i ( t ) ,g3( t )  €  L 2 [0 ,T] ,  the  problem (3 .98)- (3 .104)  has  a  unique solut ion.  
Proof : It is clear from Theorem 18 that the linear form defined in Equation (3.105) 
is bounded on H for every t € K. Furthermore, due to conservation of energy, the linear 
map (w, v1,v3,wt,v1,v3)\t=:T -> (iy0,v10,u30,iu1,y11,u31) is an isomorphism from % onto it­
self. Hence the linear form (w,v1,v3,wt,v1,v3)\t=T LT((W°, v10,w30, w1,?;11,^31)) is also 
bounded on H. Therefore, by the Riesz representation theorem, there exists a unique ele­
ment (zt,yl,y3,z, y!,y3)|t=T € W satisfying Equation (3.106). Next, we note that the op­
erators (ml — aD2) : #Q(0, 1) -> #_1(0,1) and (ml — aD2) : L2(0,1) -> #_2(0,1) are 
isometric isomorphisms. Hence given (z,zt)\t=T 6 #_1(0,1) x #—2(0,1), we can solve for 
(z, zt)\t=T 6 Hq (0,1) x L2(0,1) from the following equations: 
(mi - Z)2)z(T) = z(T), -(m/ - D^)zt(T) = .%(?), E R 
This proves the theorem. 
3.15 Observability Estimate (with the additional term) 
In this section, we prove an observability estimate for solutions of the homogenous problem 
(3.83)-(3.89) for initial conditions in a smooth enough space as discussed in Remark 16. This 
estimate will aid us to solve the problem of controlling any initial state in %' to zero terminal 
state. 
Theorem 20. Let  T  > 0. Then every  smooth  solut ion of  (3 .83)- (3 .89)  sat is f ies  the  fo l lowing 
observabi l i ty  es t imate:  
/  + + ^ ( " ® ( m ) ) 2  -  ( t { j 2 ~ (ê;+2^)) ~ lr,s(0)' 
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where  
C = min (m,  SK,  h \E\ ,  h ip i ,h 3 E 3 ,  h 3 p s )  
D — max (m7r 2 , / i ip i , / i3p3, / t i -Ei , / i3E 3 ,Q:)  
Fi  =  min(a ,hipi ,h 3 p 3 ,h iEi ,h 3 E3,m,K)  
F2 =  max (m,a,/iipi,/i3p3,/ii-Ea + 2(?27r2(iV + 7—),/13S3 + 2G2i ï 2 (N + —), U2 A12 
K + NG 2 n 2 {Nh2 + l) ) .  
Proof: We first recall the identity proved in Lemma 2: 
h\E\  ('"x(M))2 + (^x(M))2 + y (wXX (1J t))2 •*-
rT r l  9  i s  rT r l  i \ r2  r T  r l  rT /•!  
r  r ^ f r  r , i , + ^ r  r ^ r  / w  
Jo Jo  1  Jo Jo 1  Jo Jo  L  Jo Jo  
r j\4?h^  r f«?+h-f- r r w 
Jo Jo  z  Jo Jo  z  Jo Jo 
h^Es  
2 
rT r l  
- k L  /(-1+",)2+* 
From above, as in Section 3.7, we omit the term JQ JQ W 2  as we are only looking for 
a lower bound for the right hand side. We also recall the estimate on the term X as derived 
in Section 3.12 i.e 
m < ^ b(O), 
-Fl  
and hence 
% > -^E(O). 
Fi  
We use the above estimate along with similar estimating techniques as in Theorem 18. We 
first estimate as follows: 
I#- R + t,TL < < T-^-^(O) 
2^2 Jo Jo "2 F\h,2 
Hence 
G2 
2/12 
f T  ( l {-v l +v z ) 2  > -T-^-E{0) .  Jo Jo F x h 2  
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We have an additional estimate due to the moment of inertia term 
, a  / T  f l <"l i \  <  ^ Mt)  < I I  Jo Jo 
and hence 
We also have 
a 
2 I  I  
2 
W X X  2  Jo Jo 1 Jo Jo 
T  r l  
+ 
hzE% 
r T  f \ v ^ r  r \ v l f + h ^ r  r ( v l )  
Jo Jo * Jo Jo 1 Jo Jo 
r T  r l  T  r l  
where 
> TC#) > ^E(O), 
C = min (m,3K,hiEi,hipi,h3E3,h3p3). 
Putting all of the above together, we have the proof of the theorem. 
Combining Theorems 18 and 20 and using a density argument as in Remark 17, we have 
the following theorem: 
Theorem 21. Assume that  constants  m, a,  h\p\ ,  h^ps ,  h \E\ ,  h^E^,  K are  large  enough so  that  
F2 i s  independent  o f  Gy-  Assume that  
and T  is  large  enough such that  
T > 
c >(^1. +A) 
F2 vFi/i 2 2 Fi 
2D 
~h 
fi&2 
Then 
l  f«l) + ^y!(»i(U))2 + ^(<4(l,t)) 
def ines  a  norm equivalent  to  the  energy  norm | | . | |%.  
(3.107) 
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3.16 The HUM principle (with the additional term) 
As in Section 3.8, we will apply Hilbert's Uniqueness Method (see se.g [19]) to derive an 
exact controllability result. First, we look at (3.98)-(3.104) with terminal state conditions and 
with controls given by M(t),gi(t),gs(t) i.e 
mzt t  -  az x x t t  + Kz x x x x  -  N 2 h 2 G 2 z x x  -  NG 2 ( -y l x  + y x )  =  0 (3.108) 
hipiylt — hiEiy l x  — -7~(—y1 + y3) — NG 2 z x  = 0 (3.109) 
n 2  
hzpzVu — h 3 E 3 yl . x  + -7~{—y l  + y3) + NG 2 z x  = 0. (3.110) 
m 
The boundary conditions are as follows: 
z (0,f) = z (l,f) = %(0,<)=^(0,f) = y ^ Q ^ _ o  ( a m )  
z x ( l , t )  =  M{t) ,y l ( l , t )  = 9i(t),y3(l,<) = g 3 ( t ) ,  (3.112) 
z(x ,  0)  =  z°(x) , z t (x ,  0) = z 1 (x)  (3.113) 
y 1 (x ,  0) = y 1 0 {x) ,y l{x ,Q)  = y n (x) ,y 3 (x ,  0) = y3O(z),y3(a;,0) = y 3 1 (x) .  (3.114) 
It follows from Theorem 19 that for initial conditions 
( (ml  — aD 2 )z 1  , y n  , y 3 1 ,  (ml  — aD 2 )z°  , y w  , y 3 0 )  G H' , 
the problem (3.108)-(3.114) has a unique solution (z t , y \ ,y \ , z ,y x , y3) G H' . 
Definition 13. The problem (3.108)-(3.114) is exactly controllable if for any given 
((z°, r, ^ y",;/"), (4, 3/r, 4, y", ^ )) E 
fl£(0,1) x L 2 (0,1) x L 2 (0,1) x L 2 (0,1) x H~ x {0,1) x H~ l (0,1) 
there exist controls (M(t ) ,g i ( t ) ,g 3 ( t ) )  in L 2[0,T] such that the solution of (3.108)-(3.114) 
satisfies 
z(z, T) = 4, ^) = 4 (3-115) 
i/(z,T) = y^,^(i,T) = = y^,^(a:,T) = (3.116) 
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Theorem 22. Assume that  constants  m,  a, h\pi ,h 3 p 3 ,  h \E\ ,  h 3 E 3 ,  K  are  large  enough so  that  
F 2  i s  independent  o f  G 2 .  Assume that  
and T  is  large  enough such that  
where  
T  > 
2D 
"A 
\F 2  X F x h 2  2Fx J  
C — min (m,3K,hiEi ,h ip i ,h 3 E 3 ,hsp 3 )  
D = max (run 2 ,  h ip i ,  h 3 p 3 ,  h iEi ,  h 3 E 3 ,  a)  
F\  = min{a,hip-L,h 3 p 3 ,h iEi ,h 3 E 3 ,m,K)  
F 2  = max (m,  a ,  h ip i ,  h 3 p 3 ,  h iEi  + 2G 2 n 2 (N + -^-) ,  h 3 E 3  + 2G27r2(iV + — ), 
n 2  h 2 
K+ NG27r2 (AT/12+ 1)). 
T/ien /or any pair 
^(0,1) x L2(0,1) x L2(0,1) x L2(0,1) x H~ l (0,1) x H~ l (0,1) 
there exist controls M(t),gi(t),g3(t) in L2[0,T] s u c h  t h a t  t h e  s o l u t i o n  o f  ( 3 . 1 0 8 ) - ( 3 . 1 1 4 )  s a t ­
isfies 
z(%, T) = 4, z,(%, T) = 4 (3.117) 
I/Xz,r) = ^ ,^(%,T) = = ^ ,^(z,T) = (3.118) 
Remark 23. For a similar reason as in Remark 20, it is sufficient to prove Theorem 22 for 
the special case 
( z tJ VT 1 VT 1 z T 1 VT 1 VT ))  =  (0,0,0,0,0,0).  
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As in Section 3.8, the first idea of HUM (Hilbert's Uniqueness Method) is to seek controls 
of the form (M(t),gi(t),gs(t)) = (u;xx(l, £), y*(l, *), y3(l, *)) where (w, y1, y3) is a solution of 
(3.83)-(3.89) with initial conditions (u;1, y11, y31, w;0, y10, y30) 6 %. Let us recall (see Theo­
rem 17), Remarks 16-18) that given (u;1, u11, y31, w°, v10, y30) 6 Ti, (3.83)-(3.89) has a unique 
solution, wxx(l,t),vl(l,t),vl(l,t) belonging to L2[0, T] (see Theorem 18) and the linear form 
(u;1,y11,y31,'u;0,y10,y30) -> (w x x ( l , t ) ,v l ( l , t ) ,v l ( l , t ) )  
is continuous from % to (,L2[0,T])3. 
As mentioned in Remark 23, we consider the problem of controlling every state in (0,1) x 
L2(0,1) x L2(0,1) x L2(0,1) x JY-1(0,1) x (0,1) to zero in time T. For clarity, we rewrite 
the problem again: 
mzt t  — oiz x x t t  +  Kz x x x x  — N 2 h2G2Z x x  — NG2(—y x  + y 3 )  — 0 (3.119) 
hipwl t  -  h i E iv lx  -  ^ (-y1 + y 3 )  -  ng 2 z x  = o (3.120) 
hzPzVt t  ~  h 3 Ezy x x  + -^(-y1 + y 3 )  +  NG 2 z x  = 0. (3.121) 
z(0 , t )  =  z( l , t )  = z x (0 , t )  =  ^ (O,*) = y 3 (0 , t )  =  0 (3.122) 
2z( l i  t )  — M(t ) ,y  (1, t )  — g i ( t ) ,y  (1) t )  = gsi t ) ,  (3.123) 
z(x ,T)  = 0,z t (x ,T)  = 0 (3.124) 
!/(3,T) = 0,3/Z(%,T) = 0, (3.125) 
y 3 { x i  T)  = Q,yt (x ,T)  = 0. 
Using Theorem 19 we deduce that the problem (3.119)-(3.125) has a unique solution satisfying 
((ml — aD2)zt(0),yl(0), y3(0), — (ml — D2)z(0), y^O), y3(0)) 6 W. Hence we have defined the 
following map À : W —> 7i' 
K(w°,  y10,y30, w 1 , un,y31) = ( (ml  -  aD 2 )z t ($) ,y \  (0),yt3(0), (ml  -  aD 2 )z (0), y 1  (0), y3(0)). 
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If (u;1, v11, v31,u;0,y10,y30) are such that 
( (ml  -  aD 2 ) z 1 , y n , y 3 1 ,  (ml  -  aD 2 ) z° ,y w , y 3 0 ) ,  
then the controls given by M(t)  = w x x ( l , t ) ,g i ( t )  — v \ (1 ,  t ) ,  g^( t )  = y3(l, t )  drive the system 
(3.108) - (3.114) to rest in time T. Thus, Theorem 15 will be proved if we show the surjectivity 
of the map A : % —> U'. For technical reasons it is more convenient to study the surjectivity 
of the map 
A(u;°, y10, y30, w 1 ,  v 1 1 ,  y31 )  
- ((mf - a^)z«(0),^(0),^(0), -(mf - a^)z(0), -3/(0), -^(0)). 
Clearly, the two maps A, A are surjective at the same time. 
Once again, we have a stronger result: 
Lemma 5. Assume that  constants  m, a, h\p\ ,  h^ps ,  h \E\ ,  h^Es ,  K are  large  enough so  that  F 2  
i s  independent  o f  G 2 .  Assume that  
C > ( ^ L  +  ^ )  
F 2  F x h 2  2 Fi  
and T  is  large  enough such that  
(  2D 
~P\  T > 
\F2 2 f 1 ' /  
Then A i s  an  isomorphism of  H onto  .  
Proof: Clearly A is a linear map. We calculate the following: 
< A(u;°, y10, y30, u;1, y11, y31), (w° ,  y10, y30, w 1 ,  v 1 1 ,  y31) >%',% • 
As in the proof of Lemma 3, we multiply Equation (3.98) by w, Equation (3.99) by y1, Equation 
(3.100) by y3 and integrate by parts. We get exactly the same terms except for the following 
additional term due to moment of inertia: 
a /  z x x t t w = —a /  ( z x x t w -  z x x w t ) \ \J^  -  a /  zw x x t t .  
Jo  Jo  Jo  Jo  Jo  
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Adding all the terms from Lemma 3 with the term above, using the zero terminal state 
condition and using the controls given by M(t) = wxx(l,t),gi(t) = vl(l, t), gs(t) = i>x(l,<), we 
get the same right hand side as in Equation (3.75). 
< A(u;°, y10, v30, tu1, v11, y31), (w° ,  u10, u30, u;1, u11, v31) >n',n (3.126) 
JO 
By Theorem 21, we have that if the parametric restrictions stated in Lemma 5 are satisfied, 
then 
J o  
defines a norm equivalent to the energy norm. The two inequalities show boundedness and 
coercitivity of A and hence A : % —> %' is an isometric isomorphism. This proves the Lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 22: Lemma 5 proves the surjectivity of the map A and hence keeping 
Remark 23 in mind, we have the proof of Theorem 22. 
Remark 24. Put in words, Theorem 15 and 22 state that for certain parametric restrictions 
and a sufficiently large control time T, the two problems presented in this chapter are exactly 
controllable in appropriate spaces. 
Remark 25. We have illustrated in this chapter that observability of the homogenous prob­
lems (3.8)-(3.14),(3.83)-(3.89) implies controllability of the non-homogenous problems (3.30)-
(3.36),(3.98)-(3.104). We have also seen that the controls that drive the non-homogenous 
problems (3.30)-(3.36),(3.98)-(3.104) from one state to another in appropriately defined spaces 
were explicitly constructed using the solution of the homogenous problems (3.8)-(3.14),(3.83)-
(3.89). This is the essence of the HUM principle. 
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CHAPTER 4. Exact controllability results for a Rao-Nakra sandwich 
beam using the moment method 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, some results from [14],[15],[16] are summarized. The following formulation 
of the Rao-Nakra model (adapted here for a beam model) is described in Hansen[6]. 
mw — aDxw + KDxw — DxNIi2{G2<p + G2if>) = 0 on (0,L) x (0,oo) 
hopovo — hoEo-D^vo + BT(G2^p + G2V) = 0 on (0, L) x (0,00) 
where <p — h^Tivo + Nwx. In addition we consider the following controlled boundary condi­
tions: 
w(0,t) = D2w(0,t) = _Dzvy(0, £) = w(L,t) = 0 t > 0, (4.2) 
KDxw(L, t) = M(t), hoB0Dxv0{L,t) = ga(t) t > 0 
In the above, w denotes the transverse displacement of the beam, tp denotes the shear angle of 
the core layer, v<y = (vi,vs)T is the vector of longitudinal displacement along the neutral axis 
of the outer layers, (i = 1,3 is for the outer layers, i = 2 is for the core layer.) The density of 
the ith layer is denoted pi, the thickness ht, the Young's modulus Eu the shear modulus of the 
core layer is Og. We let m = ^  h^pi denote the mass density per length, a = p\h\/12+pzh\/\2 
denote a moment of inertia parameter, K = E\ /if/12 + S3/13/I2 denote the bending stiffness. 
In addition, 
Po = diag(pi,p3), ha= diag (hi,h3), E0 = diag(Ei,J53) 
B = (-1 ,1) ,  N = h i + h *  +  h \  
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The boundary control functions acting at the right end of the beam are M(t), the applied 
moment, and go(t) = (ffi(t), ff3(t))T, the longitudinal force. (See Hansen[6] for a precise 
definition of the applied forces.) 
To keep things brief, we will assume that the wave speeds yjK/a, \fE\j p\ and yjE^jp^ 
are distinct. Similar results for the case of identical wave speeds are discussed in [14],[15] and 
[16]. 
We summarize the results below. 
4.2 Semigroup Formulation 
Let (u, u)n = JQ u • vdx, where u may be either scalar or vector valued. Define quadratic 
forms a and c by 
c(w, v 0 )  = (mw, w)n + a(wx,wx)n + (h0p0V0, v 0)n 
a(w, v0) = K (wxx, wxx)n + (h0E0v0l, v0x)n + (G2h2(p, <p)n- (4.3) 
The energy of the beam is given by 
R.  
£{t) = 2 (c(tù, vo) + a(w, v©)) 
where R is the width of the beam. The homogenous problem can be written as follows: 
X 
dY 
dt 
= AY := 
( 0 I ^ 
^ Ai A2 j 
where A\U = 
J~ l(—KDxu + DxNh2G2[h^ (Bu + h2NDxu)} 
hô^ô^hcjEo^u - BTG2[h^{BM + h2NDxu)}\ 
A2V = 
1 J~ l{DxNh2G2[hz l{Bv + h2NDxv)\ X 
h^1p^1[-BTG2[^1(Bv + h2NDxv)}} 
The energy inner product is defined by 
X 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
< y, y >,= o([/; (7) + c(y; y), (y = (&, y)), 
where 
« (  ;  ) , c (  ;  )  
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are the bilinear forms that coincide with the previously defined quadratic forms o(-), c(-) on 
the diagonal. Let 
= {u,u}eH2{0,L)nH^{0,L)x(H1(0,L))2 
Xo = {%,u}E#a(0,6)x(62(0,.L))2. 
It can be shown [6] that the equations of motion are well-posed on the energy space ([/, U) G 
C([0,T];Xi x Xq). It is not hard to prove the same for semigroup solutions. The domain of 
this semigroup is V(A) — X2 x X\, where 
X2 = {(n,u) Gli :uG H3{0,L), u  G  (H2(0, L))2 + BC's} 
where "+BC's" means D2u and Dxu vanish at each end. The non homogenous problem can 
be written as follows: 
( 0 N 
+ 
d 
dt 
\v/ A, A, \ V J  
where 
B{M, go} = 
B{M, go} 
\ 
/ 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
v hoVo%ofo{x) 
y = ([/,y)^GC([0,T];%i x%o). 
In order to define solutions of (4.7) one first extends the semigroup eAt  to a weaker space 
defined by duality. However for the inputs defined in (4.7)-(4.8), using the Carleson's measure 
criterion it can be shown (see [15]) that (4.7) is well posed on X\ x X®. 
4.3 Spectral Analysis 
Proposition 1. Assume the wave speeds are distinct. The spectrum of A consists of the 
eigenvalues 
OO 
<7(a) = y sk, 
k~ 0 
where So consists of the double eigenvalue 0 and the roots of (4-10). 
A2 + XRG2/h2 + RG2/h2 = 0, R = Bh"1p-1BT > 0, (4.10) 
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Eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors associated with SQ are given in (4-12)-(4-13) and 
= (0, /13m, -Aimf, y = AC/. (4.11) 
u = 1 a, u = 0, V = 0. 
[7 = 0, v — 0, v = l©. 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
For k = 1,2, 3... and j = 0,1, 3 we have 
$k — {^fc,0 sk ' \,0 Sk ' ^k,V Afc.l' ^fc,3' Afe.sl' 
tw/iere /or /c sufficiently large, A^., Afc ^ are complex conjugate roots which are given below: 
(4.14) 
I Ej 7 + 0(t-i),; = l,3. 
pj %hjpj (4.15) 
For A = A^ • 7^ 0, i/ie corresponding eigenvectors (and possibly generalized eigenvectors) Y\ 
exist and are of the form 
Yx  = 
U\ 
; UX 
( \ 
uk,j 
^ UkJ J 
uk,j 
uk,j 
^ A kj s'm(akx) ^ 
Bk  j cos(akx) \  "kj 
where k sufficiently large the Y^± are eigenfunctions given by 
{ \ 
Ukfi 
\ UM 
where yk  = 
1 
/ 
v 
sin((Tfca;) 
•[(h0po + hoEo2/|)_1BTG2yfc + 0(k~1)} cos(akx) 
( \ 
V Uk'1 ) 
^ 0(k~2) sin(akx) ^ 
COS (crfcx) 
^ 0(k~ l) cos(akx) J 
uk,3 
Ufr 3 
^ 0(k~2) sin(<jfc2:) ^ 
0{k~ l) cos{<Jkx) 
\ COS (akx) y 
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Theorem 23. The eigenvectors of A form a Riesz basis for the finite energy space X\ x Xq. 
The Riesz basis property Theorem 23 is proved using Bari's theorem [32], applied to the 
eigenvector estimates of Proposition 1. Next, we consider the problem of controlling an initial 
finite energy state to another in time T with controls go, M{t) belonging to L2(0,T). We 
prove that if T > r where 
t  = 2L K IEx lEa' ' 
1 
mm 
' ^ a ' V pi ' V p3 
(4.16) 
then the system (4.1)-(4.2) is exactly controllable modulo a finite dimensional quotient. If 
the coupling terms G? and G2 are sufficiently small, this quotient consists of the the space 
determined by "zero energy" uncontrollable state w = 0, («i, v?J) = (1,1). 
4.4 The moment problem and its solution 
After suitably defining new controls fi(t),f2(t) and /3(f), we have the following moment 
problem: For k £ N 
rT 
10 
co \ / e^(/o(<) + 0(k-i)/iW + 0(A:-i)/3M)^ (4.17) Jo
/ e^(0(A:-i)/ÔW + ÂM + 0(A:-i)/3(t))^ (4.18) 
Jo  I 
4k = r^(0(^)/oM + 0(A-')/iW + /3(t))^. (4.19) 
Jo 
The finite system corresponding to the nullvector (4.12), the generalized nullvector (4.13), and 
the eigenvectors described in (4.11) are 
co,o — f 0 dt (4.20) 
Jo 
r T  z-r ± 
, 1 = /  9 i  +  9 3  dt Co 3= eA°'3 t(/i3p3g1 — h\p3gs) dt (4.21) 
Jo Jo 
co 
Remark 26. As is easy to see from (4.20), it is not possible to steer a solution of (4.1) from 
the origin to the state corresponding to the null vector solution w = 0, vp = (1,1)T. 
We state the result which guarantees a solution of the moment problem in terms of the 
original controls M(t),gi(t) and <?3(f). 
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Theorem 24. Assume the wave speeds are distinct. Given any {c>} 6 I2 there exists functions 
M(t) and go{t) in L2(0,T) which solve the three moment problems (4-17)-(4-19), for all 
k > K, where K is sufficiently large in any time T > t, where the control time r is given in 
Remark 27. Keeping Remark 26 in mind, one can ask whether it is possible to solve (4.17)-
(4.19) for all k together with (4.21). If possible, then exact controllability of (4.1)-(4.2) holds 
modulo the one dimensional uncontrollable quotient described in Remark 26. A sufficient 
condition for this result is that the eigenvalues grow (are not repeated) along each branch. 
It is not hard to show that this will hold if the coupling between the equations is sufficiently 
small and / —^ 1 , a = is a sequence of distinct numbers. 
4.5 Controllability results 
Let Too denote the spectral projection operator defined on X\ x Xq by 
OO 
53 c>y*) = 23 caya' 
k=l AE5& k>K AGS*. 
where K is the integer defined in Theorem 24. 
Theorem 25. Given any initial data Yo £ X\ x Xq and T > r ( t  as defined in (4-16)), 
there exists {M, go} € {L2(0,T))3 such that the solution Y(t) of (4-7) satisfies (4-9) and 
= 0, Vf > T. 
In view of Remark 27, we also have the following corollary. 
\ oo 
r ,<Jk = — is a sequence 
m + a°k) fc=i L 
of distinct numbers, then for T > r Equation (4-1) is exactly controllable in the quotient space 
(%1 x%o)/(0,l,lF. 
Remark 28. Theorems 24 and 25 remain valid for the case of identical wave speeds [15], 
however the analysis is somewhat different. 
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4.6 Simultaneous boundary control 
We give sufficient conditions for a similar result as in Theorem 25 to hold with a reduced 
number of boundary controls. In particular, we consider two physically motivated choices of 
boundary controls. In the case that the top and bottom of the beam at the endpoint x = L 
are subject to surface tractions g\ (t), and <73 (t), the controls in (4.2) take the form (see [6]), 
=<tf • !E>r' - £*<'»• <4-22» 
In the case that the surface tractions are applied in equal and opposite amounts, the controls 
take the form 
4.7 The moment problem and controllability results 
Using controls of the form (4.23), the moment problem (4.17)-(4.19) can be rewritten using 
û = u(T — t) as follows: 
fT ± 
ck 0 = / eX°'ktAkû(t) ds (4.24) 
Jo 
= (4.25) 
Jo 
r T  ±  
°k  3 = / e X s ' k t Ckû{ t )  ds ,  (4.26) 
Jo 
where 
+ <-» 
ak = + Jk. _ ,4,9, 
The constants A^,Bk and C& defined above are bounded and bounded away from zero iîk > K 
where K is sufficiently large. Hence dividing, (4.24)-(4.26) by C\ respectively, we get 
d k , j  = J e X k j t u( t )d t ,  (4.30) 
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where {df j} 6 I2. Under the assumptions of the theorem, for k > K sufficiently large, there 
exists a ô > 0 such that 
l%0 - ^ 4 for (mo, Wo) # W,&i,ji). (4.31) 
Theorem 26. Assume the wave speeds = 1,3 are distinct and the numbers 
{hl + l  + h3)) 
are distinct. Then the eigenvalues • have the following asymptotic form: 
Xfcj = —aj + ifj,j&k + 0(k 1), (4.32) 
as k —> oo, where /zq = — 1,3-, and cio, 0,1,03 are distinct non-negative 
numbers. Furthermore, there exists a control u(t) of the form (4-23) that solves all but finitely 
many of the equations in (4-17)-(4.19) with T > r where 
1 1 1  
r = (2L(— + — + —))• 
MO Ml M3 
The proof of Theorem 26 relies on the following proposition. 
Proposition 2. Assume that Hj > 0, j = 1, 0, a\ < 02 < ... < an, A^. = —aj ± ifijk + 
zkjij ~ 1, •••,n,k G N, 6 Z2, and {A^ •} are pairwise distinct. Let T > J2j=1 jz- Then 
{eAfc-J f} forms a Riesz basis for its closed span in L2(0, T). 
The proof of Proposition 2 relies on some ideas from [7] along with some standard per­
turbation techniques from the theory of non-harmonic Fourier series [32] and will appear in a 
future publication. 
We have the following controllability result: 
Theorem 27. For the case of distinct wave speeds, assume the hypothesis of Theorem 26 holds. 
Then given any initial data Yq E X\ x Xq and T > t  (t  as defined in Theorem 26), there exists 
u 6E L2(0,T) such that the solution of (4-1), (4-l)> (4-%) (as  defined by Y(t) of (4-V) satisfies 
y(t) G C([0,T];%1 x %o) and 7>oc,y(t) = 0, W > T. 
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Remark 29. In the case that the wave speeds \fE\f p\, \f E\/p\, ^ /K/a are equal, the mini­
mum gap condition fails since two branches of eigenvalues are asymptotically the same. Hence 
a single control cannot be used to solve the moment problem. However, by choosing two 
controls as in (4.22), all but finitely many moments can be solved. Hence a result similar to 
Theorem 27 is true for the case of equal wave speeds. For a detailed explanation see [16]. 
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CHAPTER 5. Conclusion 
We have seen the application of two methods in this thesis, namely the moment method 
in Chapter 2 and the multiplier method in Chapter 3 to control of beams. In this chapter, we 
attempt to draw a parallel between the two methods and also outline future research topics. 
In both cases, we were attempting to solve a control problem involving a differential equa­
tion as follows: 
x = Ax + bu(t) 
z(0) = $o-
5.1 Solution of the differential equation 
5.1.1 The homogenous problem (the common step) 
The first step in both methods is same, namely finding an appropriate Hilbert space % 
in which the homogenous problem (Equation (5.1) with u(t) = 0) is well-posed. The tech­
niques involve the usage of semigroup theory ([2],[27]), the usage of Lumer-Phillips theorem in 
particular to show that the operator A generates a semigroup on 7i. 
5.1.2 The non-homogenous problem 
After showing the semigroup property of the operator A, we try to find an appropriate 
space in which the non-homogenous problem is well-posed. It turns out that due to the 
boundary action, the regularity of the space in which the non-homogenous problem is well-
posed, is weaker than the original space H. We also have that (Remark 16), Chapter 3) there 
is an infinite array {Xk}kei of spaces in which the extensions or restrictions of A generate 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
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a semigroup. In the moment method, we project these spaces onto the space of sequences 
using Hilbert space isomorphisms and endeavor to choose the optimal sequence space from the 
infinite array {Xk}kei of spaces. The projections onto the sequence space is justified due to 
the Riesz basis property of the eigenfunctions {<pk} of the operator A. The main result used 
here concerning regularity is the Carleson's measure criterion [31]. In the multiplier method,to 
prove regularity we choose an appropriate multiplier m(x) and multiply the underlying PDE 
and integrate by parts to obtain a certain "hidden regularity" result. This result along with the 
application of the Riesz representation theorem gives us the space in which the non-homogenous 
problem is well-posed. In both cases, the solution of the non-homogenous problem belongs to 
a weaker (or rougher) space than the space H. 
5.2 Solution of the control problem 
5.2.1 The moment method 
In the moment method, we restate the problem of control as a moment problem i.e the 
problem of determining a contol u(t) given the non-harmonic Fourier coefficients c&. Explicitly 
fT 
Ck— / u{r)eXkTdr, (5.3) 
Jo 
where {%} is a known sequence related to the initial and terminal data, {A&} is a sequence 
of eigenvalues of the operator A and T,u(t) are the unknown control time and control input 
to be determined. The solution of the moment problem heavily relies on spectral analysis 
of the operator A and estimates on the growth and separation of the eigenvalues and the 
norm of the eigenfunctions. The key result to prove is that the sequence {eXkt} forms a Riesz 
basis of L2(0, T) for sufficiently large T. This guarantees the existence of functions {%(<)} 
that are biorthogonal to {eXkt} and the solution to the moment problem (5.3) is given by 
u(t) = J2kck1k(t)- The techniques involved in the proofs are adapted from the theory of 
non-harmonic Fourier series (see [32]). 
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5.2.2 The multiplier method (The HUM principle) 
The key ingredient in solving the control problem in the multiplier method is to prove an 
observability estimate. This estimate allows us to show that a certain map A from the space 
of initial conditions of the homogenous problem X to the space of initial conditions of the non-
homogenous problem X1 is an isometric isomorphism, thereby implying the exact controllability 
of the non-homogenous problem in the space X', the dual of X. The regularity and the 
observability estimates imply the boundedness and coercitivity of the bilinear form generated 
by A which allows us to use the Lax-Milgram lemma to our advantage. This technique has been 
referred to in the literature as the HUM (Hilbert's Uniqueness Method) principle. In [19] it has 
been shown that the observability estimate is equivalent to showing that the moment operator 
M : I2 —» L2(0,T) given by {c&} —> ck^Xkt is onto. This guarantees the existence of a 
control u(t) 6 L2(0,T) which solves the moment problem. Hence there is no harm in saying 
that the multiplier method is an operator theoretic approach towards solving the moment 
problem ( 5.3). 
Remark 30. In conclusion, we remark that the moment method is applicable to situations 
where the spectral analysis of the operator A can be done easily, whereas the multiplier method 
is applicable to situations where the spectral analysis is difficult. 
5.3 Future research 
1. In this thesis we have restricted our interests to one-dimensional models of three layer 
sandwich beam. A next step would be to consider the case of plates i.e two dimensional 
theory. 
2. The multiplier method has been used to prove an exact controllability result for the 
conservative Rao-Nakra beam. It remains to see how this technique can be adapted to 
the damped situation. 
3. The multiplier and moment methods are equivalent to each other. Each multiplier prob­
lem yields a moment problem and vice versa. The usage of multiplier method always 
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has in its background a moment problem which arises out of projecting the observability 
estimate onto an appropriate Hilbert space of sequences. It remains to show that such 
moment problems can actually be solved directly using techniques from non-harmonic 
Fourier series. An example of such a problem is boundary control of the wave equation on 
a unit square (see Appendix A). Likewise, there are boundary conditions that work well 
for the moment method that do not seem to work so well using the multiplier method, 
(see Appendix C for a detailed discussion of one such case.) 
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APPENDIX A. Boundary control of the wave equation on a unit square 
Introduction 
In this section we formally derive the moment problem that arises out of controlling the 
wave equation on the boundary of a unit square. Let us assume that the control acts on the 
bottom and left corners of the unit square. Let us denote (1 = [0,1] x [0,1]. The equations of 
motion are as follows: 
w t t  - Aw — 0, (x,y,t) G O x [0,T] (A.l) 
The homogenous boundary conditions are as follows: 
w(l,y,t) = 0,u;(a;, l,t) = 0. (A.2) 
The controlled boundary conditions are as follows: 
w(x, 0, t) = u(x, t),w(0, y, t) = v(y, t). (A.3) 
The initial conditions are as follows: 
w(x,y,0) = w°(x,y)-,w t(x,y,0) = w1(x,y) on fi. (A.4) 
We consider the homogenous problem at first. We make the following variable substitution 
and rewrite Equation (A.l) as follows: 
X 
m = (A.5) 
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m = Am 
m(0) = 
(A.6) 
on 0, 
where 
A 
\ W  j  
% 1X 
V A 0 
V{A) = {H2(Cl) n H^{Q)) x 
(A.7) 
(A.8) 
Also A : T>(A) 
product: 
where H is the natural energy space with the following energy inner 
+ gl• (A.9) / 
\g ; 
Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors of A 
Let efc(rc) = sm(kirx) and Cj{y) = sin(jny). The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A are 
easily seen to be sinusoidal and are given by the following: 
( ek(x)ej{y) \ 
Xti 
v 
, Vk,j G N. (A.IO) 
It can also be easily seen that the eigenvectors {</>*. jjfcjeN in Equation (A.IO) form an or­
thonormal basis for the energy space H. By using standard PDE techniques, it can be shown 
that the homogenous problem (i.e with u(x,t) = v(y,t) = 0) is well posed in HQ(Q) x L2(£l). 
We multiply Equation (A.l) by a test function satisfying homogenous boundary conditions 
and use integration by parts to transfer the controls u(x, t) and v(y,t) to the right hand side. 
We obtain the following: 
\ 
(A.11) 
0 
-(ô'{y)u{x,t) +6'{x)v(y,t)) 
X 
v w / 
on $1, (A.12) 
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By using Carleson's measure criterion as in Chapter 2 or the method of transposition 
as in Chapter 3, we can show that the controlled problem (A.11)-(A.12) is well posed in 
L2(f2) x We seek solutions of the following form: 
(A.13) 
We also seek to write : 
( , \ 
w 
\W ) 7c,? 
0 
-(6'(y)u{x,t) + S'(x)v(y,t)) WEN 
(A.14) 
(A.15) 
where 
fk,j = \(knJ u(x,t)sm(kirx)dx + jn J v(y,t) sin(j7ry))dy (A.16) 
= ^ (kTTUk(t) +jTXVj{t)). 
The control problem 
We consider the problem of reaching the all states in L2(fî) x from the origin 
in time T using controls u(x,t) and v(y,t). By Theorem 2, Chapter 1, this implies exact 
controllability in L2(fl) x H~l{fi) as we have a conservative system. Substituting (A.13) in 
(A.11) and using (A.14),(A.15), we follow the same steps as in Chapter 2 to obtain the following 
moment problem: 
r T  _  j .  
u 
e  ( k i r u k ( t )  +  j i r v j ( t ) )  d t ,  (A.17) 
where 
d t j  =  w w ( T )  G  Z ' ( N ) , A ^ .  =  (A.18) 
u k ( t )  =  /  u ( x , t ) s ' m ( k T T x )  d x ,  V j ( t )  =  /  v ( y , t ) s ' m ( j i r y )  d y  
J o  J o  
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In the above problem the unknowns are T and uk  (t), vj (t). 
On the other hand using the multiplier method as in Chapter 3, we can prove the following 
observability and regularity estimate: 
where E(0) = fQ ju;°(x,y)|2 + |Vw1(x,y)j2dxdy is the initial energy which is conserved for all 
time and C%,> 0 are constants that depend only on the initial data and T. Hence we 
can use the HUM principle to conclude that the wave equation on the unit square is exactly 
controllable in the space L2(fl) x i7-1(fi) provided the control time satisfies T > 2\/2. 
Open problem 
Using the series representation as in Equations (A.13) and (A.14), Equation A.19) can be 
rewritten as follows: 
An inequality of the form (A.20) in one dimension is called Ingham's inequality, the proof 
of which uses the theory of non-harmonic Fourier series and is very clever (see [12]). This 
is an indication that an independent proof of (A.20) using non-harmonic Fourier series might 
require a clever trick in two dimensions. Furthermore Equation (A.20) implies that the moment 
operator A4 as described in Chapter 5, Section 5.2.2, is onto and hence the moment problem 
(A.17) is solvable. However, it remains to be seen whether (A.17) can be solved for and 
Vj (t) provided T > 2\/2 directly using methods of non-harmonic Fourier series. The solution 
also makes physical sense since the supremum of the lengths of geometric optics that do not 
touch a controlled surface is 2\/2. 
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APPENDIX B. An unusual observability estimate 
Introduction 
In this appendix, we consider the same problem as in Chapter 2 and try to use the multiplier 
method instead of the moment method as in [14],[15] and [16]. 
mwtt — oiwxxtt + Kwxxxx  — N2h,2G2Wxx  — NG^i—v], + vx) = 0 (B.l) 
h \piv] t  — h\E\vxx  — + v3) — NG2w x  = 0 (B.2) fl2 
hspaVft — hzE3Vxx + —— (—v1 + v3) + NG2wx = 0. (B.3) h 2 
The boundary conditions are as follows: 
u)(0, t) = w(l, t) = wxx{0, t) = v* (0, t) = u3(0, t) =0 (B.4) 
wxxiXi t) = M{t),vx(l,t) = gi(t),vx(l,t) = gs(t), (B.5) 
where M(t),gi(t) and gs(t) are control inputs at the right end. The initial conditions are 
as follows: 
w(x, 0) = w°(x),wt(x, 0) = w1(x) (B.6) 
u1(a;,0) = u10(a;),r;t1(a:,0) = y11(x),v3(^,0) = u30(x), vf(x, 0) = v3ï(x). (B.7) 
Using semigroup theory, we can show that A generates a semigroup in the natural energy space 
% = #2 x #1(0,1) x #d(0,1) x ^2(0,1) x 1) X ^(Q, 1), where ^ g . 
</>(0) = = 0}. We omit the well-posedness issue here and focus on obtaining the regularity 
and observability estimates. As usual, we consider the homogenous problem first i.e (B.l)-
(B.7) with M(t) = gi(t) = gs(t) = 0. We omit writing dx and dt as it is understood from the 
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limits of integration. We first multiply Equation (B.l) by x w x  and integrate by parts. We get 
the following: 
rT rl rl i rT r 1 
.2 [  [  m w t t x w x  =  m  f  u > t x w x \ \ J £  +  \  [  f  
J o  J o  J o  L  J o  J o  
w t .  
-n%g 2  r +^ f f -
J o  J o  1  J o  1  J o  J o  '0 ^ * 
rT r 1 rl rT rl 
IVxxtŒWxt 
W X -
l
O i  I I W x x t t X W x  = Oi I W x x t X W x \ t = Q  ( X  I I 
J o  J o  J o  J o  J o  
= - a  [  W x x t x w x l t J o  +  a  [  w 2 x t - a [  [  w x t { x w x t ) x  
J o  J o  J o  J o  
T  r l  r  1  _  r T  r T  r l  
wlf f f f I t=T 
a f 2 a f f 
-a / / wxxttxwx  = -a / wxxtxwx\ l t=o + - wxt  - - / 
J o  J o  J o  1  J o  1  J o  J o  
K  f  f  W X X X X X W x  =  K  f  W x x x (  1 ,  ^ ) ^ l ( l )  ^ )  K  [  f  ' W x x x i x U J x )  
J o  J o  J o  J o  J o  
K  [  [  w x x x w x  = — K  f  (  w x x  
J o  J o  J o  J o  
K  [ T  [ 1 w x x x x w x x  =  ~  [ T  [  
J o  J o  1  J o  J o  
IVXX • 
O O *  O  O 
Hence we have 
r T  r l  r T  O T S  r T  r l  
wL 
f  f  f  3 K  r  f  
K I I WXxxxXWx  — K  I W X x x  (1 > £ ) W x  (1 j t) H Z- I I 
J o  J o  J o  1  J o  J o  
So from Equation (B.l) without changing the coupled terms, in all we have: 
( - # w % 2 % ( l , Z ) w z ( l , Z )  +  N  h ^ G 2  ( w x ( l , t ) ) 2 )  =  N  G ^ h 2  w2x (B.8) 
+ a  I  [  w x x t x w x t  +  f  [  N G 2 { ~ v l  +  v l ) x w x  
J o  J o  J o  J o  
/  w t +  ( - a w x x t x w x  +  m w t x w x j l l z Q .  
J o  J o  J o  
m  
+ 2 
Next we multiply (B.2) by xv]. and integrate by parts. 
k l P l  Jo L =  H l P l  lo V^X V 1^ ~^PL  J0  J ^  
T rl 
~hiEx [T, , \ \ 2  . hiE! rT * 
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Finally from Equation (B.2) without changing the coupled terms, we have: 
(-i(M))2 = ^k')2 + f (-i)2 (B.9) 
-  f  [  + V 3 )  + NG2wx)xvl + hipi [ v\xv lx  
70  Jo ">2 Jo 
,  , t = T  lt=0 • 
Similarly from Equation (B.3), we have 
h
-¥[ (4d,tyf = h-^H I»?)2 + I 04)' (B.IO) 
+ f  [  (T-(—yl + y3) + NG2Wx)xvl + /l3P3 f  vfxvx\lzQ . 
Jo Jo "2 70 
Adding Equations (B.8),(B.9) and (B.10) and noting that all the coupling terms are gone, 
we have the following: 
rT 
rw i + + a  r r „ 
1 Jo 1 Jo Jo Jo Jo 
m r /"„?M f f(„.,= + ^  f 
2  J o  J o  2  J o  J o  2  v o  7 o  
where 
X = h 1 p i [  v j x v l l l J )  +  /i3p3 f v f x v l l t J )  +  [  ( ~ a w x x t x w x  + m w t x w x ) \ \ JQ (B.12) 
70 70 70 
We can estimate % as before to get |Jf | < C3^(0). We can also estimate the right hand 
side of (B.ll) to get regularity and observability estimates. 
{ - K w x x x ( l , t ) w x ( l , t )  +  N  h 2 ° 2  { w x { l , t ) ) 2 )  +  ( u x ( M ) ) 2  ( B . 1 3 )  
H—y1 (yz(M))2 < CiE(0) 
^  ( - # W z z z (l,Z)w2(l, f )  +  ^2G<2(^x(1,^)2) +  J  ( v l x { \ , t ) ) 2  (B.14) 
^ - Gs)E(O), 
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where Ci, C% and C3 are constants that depend on the parameters. Prom (B.13) and (B.14) we 
have the J (-Kwxxx(l, t)wx(l,t)+^-^^-(wx(l, t))2)+^y-!- (yx(M))2+^y^- (yx(M))2 
is a norm equivalent to the energy norm as in Chapter 2. 
Open problem 
It is not clear whether the term 
defines an equivalent norm for the energy space % = H%, x HQ (0,1) x flg(0, l) x L2(0, l) x 
L2(0, l) x L2(0, l), where = {<f> G H2(0,1) : <p{0) = (f)(1) = 0}. The two estimates above 
seem to yield a trace theorem which needs further investigation. Even if the term above can be 
shown to be an equivalent norm on H, it is not clear how to use the regularity and observability 
estimates above to construct the HUM controls explicitly as we did in Chapter 3 to show exact 
controllability in T-L'. This is an example where the moment method seems to work well (see 
[14],[15] and [16]) whereas the applicability of the multiplier method to this situation remains 
an open question. 
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